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NoN T; of 9::;
I aEEent8
3SIR COL5ILLE NN *OUNG6
Governor-General
10 th December, 2008
AN ACT to make new and improved provisions for the
investigation and prosecution of money laundering,
terrorism and other related crimes; to provide for the
forfeiture of the proceeds of crime and terrorist
property; to require reporting entities to take
preventative measures to help combat money
laundering and terrorist financing; and to provide for
matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.
(Gazetted )1+t ,ece./er, 2008.)
BE IT ENACTED, by and with the advice and consent of
the House of Representatives and the Senate of Belize
and by the authority of the same, as follows:PART I
PRELI'INAR*
1. This Act may be cited as the
'ONE* LAUNDERING AND TERRORIS'
3PRE5ENTION6 ACT8 9::;N

Short title.
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2. (1)
quires_
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In this Act, unless the context otherLise re-

UaccoJntV means any facility or arrangement by Lhich a
financial institution does any one or more of the folloLing`
(a)

accepts deposits of currencya

(/)

alloLs LithdraLals of currency or transfers
into or out of the accounta

(c)

pays cheques or payment orders draLn on a
financial institution by, or collects cheques or
payment orders on behalf of, a persona

(d)

supplies a facility or arrangement for a safety
deposit boxa

(e)

accepts or holds stocVs, bonds or mutual fundsa

UaccJEeHV means a person charged Lith a serious crime,
Lhether or not he has been convicted of the crime, and
includes in the case of proceedings for a production order,
monitoring order, customer information order, Larrant or
restraining order under this Act, a person Lho is about to be
charged Lith a serious crime or is being investigated for a
serious crimea
UaJthorizeH officerV means a person or class of persons
designated as such by the Sinistera
Ubeneficial oYnerV means the natural person Lho ultimately
oLns or controls a customer, the person on behalf of Lhom
a transaction is conducted or the person Lho exercises
ultimate control over a legal person or legal arrangementa
UbJEineEE relationEhipV or UbJEineEE tranEactionV means
any arrangement, including opening an account, betLeen
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tLo or more persons Lhere the purpose of the arrangement
is to facilitate a transaction betLeen the persons concerned
and includes any related transaction betLeen any of the
persons concerned and another persona
UcollectiCe inCeEtSent EcheSeV means a scheme, in
Lhatever form, in pursuance of Lhich, members of the
public are invited or permitted to invest money or other
assets in a portfolio, and Lhich scheme has the folloLing
characteristics _
(a)

tLo or more investors contribute money or
other assets to hold a participatory interest in a
portfolio of the scheme through shares, units or
any other form of participatory interesta and

(/)

the investors share the risV and the benefit of
investment in proportion to their participatory
interest in a portfolio of a scheme or on any
other basis determined in the deeda

UcoJrtV means the ordinary courts in Belize Lhere civil or
criminal proceedings may be instituted, unless otherLise
specifieda
bcreHit Jnionc means a credit union registered under the
relevant laL Lith specific poLers to promote thrift, enterprise
and cooperative principles among its members, to pool
financial resources of its members and to provide needed
lending, investment and other financial services to thema
UcJrrencyV means the coin and paper money of Belize or of
a foreign country that is designated as legal tender and Lhich
is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange
in the country of issuea
UcJEtoSerV means a person or entity purchasing or using a
service or commodity and includes an applicant for the
services of a business and a clienta
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UDirectorV means the Director of the Financial Intelligence
Mnit appointed pursuant to section 4 of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit Acta
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No. 35/ 2002.

UHocJSentV means any record of information and includes_
(a)

anything on Lhich there is Lritinga

(/)

anything on Lhich there are marVs, figures,
symbols, or perforations having meaning for
persons qualified to interpret thema

(c)

anything from Lhich sounds, images or Lriting
can be produced, Lith or Lithout the aid of
anything elsea

(d)

a map, plan, draLing, photograph or similar
thinga

UHollarV means dollar in Belize currency, unless otherLise
specifieda
Ufinancial inEtitJtionV means a banV or financial institution
as defined in the BanVs and Financial Institutions Act or the
International BanVing Act, and includes broVerage firms
and insurance companiesa
UFinancial IntelliZence UnitV or UFIUV means the Financial
Intelligence Mnit established pursuant to section 1 of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit Acta
UforfeitJreV means the permanent deprivation of property
by order of a court or other competent authoritya
UfreezinZV means temporarily prohibiting the transfer,
conversion, disposition or movement of property or
temporarily assuming custody or control of property on the
basis of an order issued by a court or other competent
authoritya

CAP. 263.
CAP. 267.

No. 35/ 2002.
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UZiftV includes any transfer of property by a person to
another person directly or indirectly _
(a)

after the commission of a serious crime by the
first persona and

(/)

for a consideration the value of Lhich is significantly less than the value of the consideration provided by the first persona and

(c)

to the extent of the difference betLeen the
marVet value of the property transferred and
the consideration provided by the transferee.

UGoCernSentV means the Government of Belizea
UiHentification recorHV means any reliable and independent
source documents, data or information or other evidence as
is reasonably capable of establishing the true identity and
verifying the identity of the applicant of a reporting entity,
including a valid driving licence, a social security card, a
valid passport and in the case of a body corporate, a
certified copy of the Semorandum and Articles of
Association, a certificate of incorporation together Lith the
latest annual return to the Pegistrar-General or other
competent authoritya
UinEtrJSentalityV means something that is used, or intended
for use, in any manner in the commission of a money
laundering or terrorist financing offencea
UinEJrance bJEineEEV means the assumption of the
obligations of an insurer in any class of insurance business
and includes reinsurance businessa
UintereEtV in relation to property, means _
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(a)

a legal or equitable interest in the propertya

(/)

a right, poLer or privilege in connection Lith
the propertya

U'iniEterV means the Sinister responsible for Financea
USoney laJnHerinZV means conduct Lhich constitutes an
offence as described under section 1a
UperEonV means a natural person or a legal person and
includes, among others, a corporation, partnership, trust or
estate, Koint stocV company, association, syndicate, Koint
venture, or other unincorporated organization or group,
capable of acquiring rights or entering into obligationsa
Upolitically e[poEeH perEonV means any individual Lho is
or has been entrusted Lith prominent public functions in
Belize or in another country or territory, including \eads of
#tate or of government, senior politicians, senior government,
Kudicial or military officials, senior executives of state oLned
corporations, important political party officials including
family members or close associates of the politically exposed
persona
UproceeHinZEV means any procedure conducted by or under
the supervision of a Kudge, magistrate or other competent
authority, hoLever described, in relation to any alleged or
proven offence, or property derived from such an offence,
and includes an inquiry, investigation, preliminary or final
determination of factsa
UproceeHE of criSeV means any property derived, obtained
or realized, directly or indirectly, as a result of or in
connection Lith a serious crime and includes, on a
proportional basis, property into Lhich any property derived
or realized directly from such offence Las later converted,
transformed or intermingled, as Lell as income, capital or
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other economic gains derived or realised from such property
at any time since the crimea
UpropertyV or UfJnHEV includes money, investments,
holdings, possessions and assets of every Vind, Lhether
corporeal or incorporeal, movable or immovable, legal
documents or instruments evidencing title, or interest in such
assets, Lherever situate (Lhether in Belize or elseLhere)a
Uproperty of or in the poEEeEEion or control of any
perEonV includes any gift made to that persona
Urealizable propertyV means _
(a)

any property held by an accuseda

(/)

any property possessed by a person to Lhom an
accused has directly or indirectly made a gift as
defined in this Acta

breportinZ entityc shall mean any person Lhose regular
occupation or business is the carrying on of _
(a)

any activity listed in the First #chedule to this
Acta

(/)

any other activity defined by the Sinister as
such by an Order published in the Gazettea

UEerioJE criSeV means an offence against a provision of _
(a)

any laL in Belize, for Lhich the maximum
penalty is death or imprisonment for life or
other deprivation of liberty for a period exceeding 24 monthsa or

(/)

a laL of a foreign state, in relation to acts or
omissions Lhich, had they occurred in Belize,

First
Schedule.
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Lould have constituted an offence for Lhich
the maximum penalty is death, or imprisonment for life or other deprivation of liberty for
a period exceeding 24 months,
Second
Schedule.

Third
Schedule.

and includes an offence listed in the #econd #chedule to this
Act regardless of penaltya
UEJperCiEory aJthorityV means the authority set out in
column 2 of the Third #chedule Lho has compliance oversight
over the reporting entity set out in column 1 of that #chedule.
UtainteH propertyV means (i) property intended for use in,
or used in or in connection Lith the commission of a serious
crimea or (ii) proceeds of crimea
bterroriESV or bterroriEt actc means`
(a)

an act or omission, Lhether committed in or
outside Belize, Lhich constitutes an offence
Lithin the scope of a counter terrorism convention listed in the Fourth #chedule to this Acta or

(/)

an act, or threat of action in or outside Belize
Lhich`

Fourth
Schedule.

(i)

involves serious bodily harm to a persona

(ii)

involves serious damage to propertya

(iii) endangers a personRs lifea
(i8) creates a serious risV to the health or
safety of the public or a section of the
publica
(8)

involves the use of firearms or explosivesa
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(8i) involves releasing into the environment
or any part thereof or distributing or exposing the public or any part thereof to`
(a)

any dangerous, hazardous,
radioactive or harmful substancea

(/)

any toxic chemicala

(c)

any microbial or other biological
agent or toxina

(8ii) is designed or intended to disrupt any
computer system or the provision of services directly related to communications
infrastructure, banVing or financial services, utilities, transportation or other essential infrastructurea
(8iii) is designed or intended to disrupt the
provision of essential emergency services
such as police, civil defence or medical
servicesa
(i9) involves preKudice to national security or
public safetya or
(9)

involves participating in the activities of a
terrorist group, including the supplying
of information or material resources, or
the funding of its activities in any Lay,
Lith VnoLledge of the fact that such
participation Lill contribute to the criminal activities of the groupa

and is intended, or by its nature and context, may reasonably
be regarded as being intended, to`
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(a)

intimidate the public or a section of the publica
or

(/)

cause panic among the public or a section of the
publica

(c)

cause indiscriminate harm or damage to persons or propertya

(d)

disrupt a meeting or procession or any gathering of personsa

(e)

cause a public mischief or to commit a mischievous acta

(f)

compel a government or an international
organisation to do, or refrain from doing, any
acta or

(;)

destabilise or destroy the fundamental political,
constitutional, economic or social structures of
a country or an international organizationa or

(<)

to advance or achieve a political, ideological,
or religious causea

but an act Lhich is committed in pursuance of a protest,
demonstration or stoppage of LorV shall be deemed not to be
terrorism Lithin the meaning of this definition, as long, and
as long only, as the act is not intended to result in any harm
to any person or damage to any property.
UterroriEtV shall mean any natural person Lho`
(a)

commits, or attempts to commit, terrorist acts
by any means, directly or indirectly, unlaLfully and Lilfullya
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(/)

participates as an accomplice in terrorist actsa

(c)

organizes or directs others to commit terrorists
actsa or

(d)

contributes to the commission of terrorist acts
by a group of persons acting Lith a common
purpose Lhere the contribution is made intentionally and Lith the aim of furthering the
terrorist act or Lith the VnoLledge of the intention of the group to commit a terrorist act.

UterroriEt financinZV shall have the meaning given under
section >8 of this Acta
UterroriEt ZroJp or orZanizationV shall mean any group of
terrorists that`
(a)

commits, or attempts to commit, terrorist acts
by any means, directly or indirectly, unlaLfully and Lilfullya

(/)

participates as an accomplice in terrorist actsa

(c)

organizes or directs others to commit terrorist
actsa or

(d)

contributes to the commission of terrorist acts
by a group of persons acting Lith a common
purpose Lhere the contribution is made intentionally and Lith the aim of furthering the
terrorist act or Lith the VnoLledge of the intention of the group to commit a terrorist acta

UterroriEt propertyV means _
(a)

proceeds from the commission of terrorisma
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(/)

money or other property Lhich has been, is
being or is liVely to be used to commit terrorisma or

(c)

money or other property Lhich has been, is
being, or is liVely to be used by a terrorist group
or terrorista or

(d)

property oLned or controlled by or on behalf of
a terrorist groupa or

(e)

property Lhich has been collected for the purpose of providing support to a terrorist group or
funding a terrorist acta

UtranEactionV shall include`
(a)

opening of an accounta

(/)

any deposit, LithdraLal, exchange or transfer
of funds in any currency Lhether in cash or by
cheque, payment order or other instrument or
by electronic or other non physical meansa

(c)

the use of a safety deposit box or any other form
of safe deposita

(d)

entering into any fiduciary relationshipa

(e)

any payment made or received in satisfaction,
in Lhole or in part, of any contractual or other
legal obligationa

(f)

any payment made in respect of a lottery, bet or
other game of chancea

(;)

an act or combination of acts performed for or
on behalf of a client in connection Lith pur-
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chasing, using or performing one or more services, or
(<)

such other actions as may be prescribed by the
Sinister by Order published in the Gazettea

UJnit trJEtV means any arrangement made for the purpose
or having the effect of providing, for a person having funds
available for investment, facilities for the participation by the
person as a beneficiary under a trust, in any profits or income
arising from the acquisition, holding, management or disposal
of any property pursuant to the trust.
(2) The Sinister may from time to time by Order published in the Gazette amend any of the #chedules to this Act.

Schedules.

(1) dnoLledge, intent, purpose, belief or suspicion
required as an element of any offence under this Act may be
inferred from obKective, factual circumstances.

How to infer
knowledge,
etc.

(4) Any reference in this Act to a person being charged
or about to be charged Lith a serious crime is a reference to
a procedure, hoLever described, in Belize or elseLhere, by
Lhich criminal proceedings may be commenced.

Meaning of
charge in
relation to a
serious
crime.

(5) For the purposes of this Act, a person shall be taVen
to be convicted of a serious offence if _
(a)

the person is convicted, Lhether summarily or
on indictment, of the offencea

(/)

the person is charged Lith, and found guilty of,
the offence but is discharged Lithout any conviction being recordeda

(c)

the court, Lith the consent of the convicted
person, taVes the offence, of Lhich the person
has not been found guilty, into account in

Meaning of
conviction in
relation to a
serious
crime.
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passing sentence on the person for another
serious offence.
Meaning of
quashing of
conviction.

(>) For the purposes of this Act, a personRs conviction
for a serious crime shall be taVen to be quashed in any case
_
(a)

Lhere subsection 5 (a) applies, if the conviction is quashed or set asidea

(/)

Lhere subsection 5 (b) applies, if the finding of
guilt is quashed or set asidea

(c)

Lhere subsection 5 (c) applies, if either _

(d)

Meaning of
dealing with
property.

(i)

the personRs conviction for the other offence referred to in that section, is quashed
or set asidea or

(ii)

the decision of the court to taVe the offence into account in passing sentence for
that other offence is quashed or set asidea

Lhere the Governor-General, acting on the
advice of the Belize Advisory Council, grants
the person a pardon in respect of the personRs
conviction for the offence.

(7) For the purposes of this Act, dealing Lith property
held by any person includes, Lithout preKudice to the generality of the expression _
(a)

Lhere the property is a debt oLed to that
person, maVing a payment to any person in
reduction or full settlement of the amount of the
debta

(/)

Lhere the property is an interest in a partnership, doing anything to diminish the value of
the partnershipa
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(c)

maVing or receiving a gift of the propertya or

(d)

removing the property from Belize.

(8) In this Act, a reference to a benefit derived or
obtained by or otherLise accruing to a person includes a
reference to a benefit derived or obtained by, or otherLise
accruing to, another person at the request or direction of the
first person.
(F) For the purposes of this Act _
(a)

a person has benefited from an offence if the
person has at any time received any payment or
other reLard in connection Lith, or derived
any pecuniary advantage from, the commission of a serious offence, Lhether committed
by that person or another persona

(/)

a personRs proceeds of crime are any payments
or other reLards received by the person in
connection Lith, and any pecuniary advantage
derived by the person at any time from, the
commission of a serious crimea and

(c)

the value of a personRs proceeds of crime is the
aggregate of the values of the payments, reLards or pecuniary advantages received by
him in connection Lith, or derived by him
from, the commission of a serious crime.

(10) The poLers of the Financial Intelligence Mnit under
this Act are in addition to and not in derogation from the
poLers of the FIM under the Financial Intelligence Mnit Act,
and the FIM may exercise all or any of such poLers as the
occasion may require.
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Meaning of
deriving a
benefit.

Meaning of
benefiting
from the
proceeds of
crime.

Powers of the
FIU under the
FIU Act not
affected.
No. 35/2002.
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PART II
'oney LaJnHerinZ anH TerroriES ProhibiteH
Offence of
money
laundering.

1. (1) A person commits the offence of money laundering if the person VnoLing or having reasonable grounds
to believe that any property in Lhole or in part, directly or
indirectly, represents any personRs proceeds of crime`(a)

converts or transfers that property for the
purpose of concealing or disguising the
illicit origin of the property or of assisting
any person Lho is involved in the commission of the crime to evade the legal
consequences of his actiona

(/)

conceals or disguises the true nature,
source, location, disposition, movement,
rights Lith respect to or oLnership of that
propertya

(c)

acquires, possesses, uses or otherLise
deals Lith that propertya or

(d)

participates in, associates Lith or conspires to commit, attempts to commit, or
aids and abets, or facilitates, counsels or
procures the commission of any of the
above acts.

(2) For the purpose of proving a money laundering
offence under subsection (1), it shall not be necessary to
prove Lhich serious crime has been committed or Lho
committed the crime.
Penalty for
money
laundering.

4. A person guilty of an offence under the provisions of
section 1 of this Act, shall be punishable on conviction,
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(i)

in the case of a natural person, Lith a fine
Lhich shall not be less than fifty thousand
dollars but Lhich may extend to tLo hundred
and fifty thousand dollars, or Lith imprisonment for a term Lhich shall not be less than five
years but Lhich may extend to ten years, or
Lith both such fine and term of imprisonment,
and,

(ii)

in the case of a legal person or other entity, Lith
a fine Lhich shall not be less than one hundred
thousand dollars but Lhich may extend to five
hundred thousand dollars.

5. A person Lho commits a terrorist act shall be guilty of
an offence and shall be punishable on conviction,
(i)

in the case of a natural person, Lith imprisonment for a term Lhich shall not be less than ten
years but Lhich may extend to imprisonment
for life, and

(ii)

in the case of a legal person or other entity, Lith
a fine Lhich shall not be less than five hundred
thousand dollars but Lhich may extend to one
million dollars.

>. ehere an offence under the provisions of sections 1,
5 or >8 of this Act is committed by a body of persons,
Lhether corporate or unincorporate, every person Lho, at
the time of the commission of the offence, acted in an official
capacity for or on behalf of such body of persons, Lhether
as director, manager, secretary or other similar officer, or
Las purporting to act in such capacity, shall be guilty of that
offence and punished accordingly, unless he adduces evidence to shoL that the offence Las committed Lithout his
VnoLledge, consent or connivance.
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Offence of
terrorism and
penalty.

Offence
committed by
a body of
persons.
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7. Any person Lho attempts or Lho aids, abets, counsels, or procures the commission of, or Lho conspires to
commit, the offence of money laundering or terrorism is
guilty of an offence and shall be liable to the same penalties
as prescribed for money laundering and terrorism in sections
4 and 5 of this Act, as the case may be.
8. (1) It is an offence for a person Lho VnoLs or
suspects that an investigation into money laundering, terrorism or the proceeds of crime has been, is being, or is about
to be, conducted, to divulge that fact or other information to
another Lhereby the investigation is liVely to be preKudiced.
(2) A person guilty of an offence under subsection
(1) above shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding fifty thousand dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding three years, or to both such fine and term of
imprisonment.

Falsification,
concealment,
etc., of
documents.

F. (1) It is an offence for a person to falsify, conceal,
destroy or otherLise dispose of or cause or permit the
falsification, concealment, destruction or disposal of any
document or material Lhich is or liVely to be relevant to an
investigation into money laundering, terrorism or the proceeds of crime or to any order made in accordance Lith the
provisions of this Act.
(2) A person guilty of an offence under subsection
(1) above shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding one hundred thousand dollars or to imprisonment for a
term not exceeding five years, or to both such fine and term
of imprisonment.

Extraterritorial
jurisdiction.

10. NotLithstanding anything to the contrary contained
in any other laL, the offences created by this Act shall be
investigated, tried, Kudged and sentenced by a court in Belize
regardless of Lhether or not the serious offences occurred in
Belize or in another territorial Kurisdiction, but Lithout
preKudice to extradition Lhere applicable in accordance Lith
the laL.
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PART III
Anti?'oney LaJnHerinZ anH Anti?TerroriES SJperCiEion
11. (1) eithout preKudice to its poLers and responsibilities under the Financial Intelligence Mnit Act, the Financial Intelligence Mnit _
(a)

shall receive, analyse and assess reports of
suspicious transactions issued by reporting entities pursuant to section 17(4)a

(/)

shall taVe appropriate action as it may consider
necessary or shall forLard relevant information to the appropriate laL enforcement authorities, if having considered a report or other
information, the Financial Intelligence Mnit
has reasonable grounds to suspect that the
transaction involves proceeds of crime or terrorist financinga

(c)

shall send to the appropriate laL enforcement
authorities, any information derived from the
examination or supervision of a reporting entity, if it gives the Financial Intelligence Mnit
reasonable grounds to suspect that a transaction involves proceeds of crime or terrorist
financinga

(d)

may instruct any reporting entity to taVe such
steps as may be appropriate, including the
freezing of funds and other financial assets or
economic resources of any person or entity, to
facilitate any investigation, prosecution or proceeding for a money laundering offence or for
terrorist financing, Lhether in Belize or elseLherea

Powers of the
Financial
Intelligence
Unit.
No. 35/2002
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(e)

shall compile statistics and records, disseminate information Lithin Belize or elseLhere as
provided by laL, maVe recommendations arising out of any information received, issue guidelines to reporting entities and advise the Sinister accordinglya

(f)

may conduct research into trends and developments in the area of money laundering and
financing of terrorism and improved Lays of
detecting, preventing and deterring money laundering and terrorist financinga

(;)

may educate the public and create aLareness
on matters relating to money laundering and
terrorist financinga

(<) shall create training requirements and provide
such training for any reporting entity in respect
of its identification, record-Veeping and reporting obligations provided for in sections 15, 1>,
17, 18 and 1F of this Acta
(i)

may consult Lith any relevant person, institution or organization for the purpose of exercising its poLers or duties under paragraph (d),
(e), (f) or (;)a

(>)

is authorized to extend legal assistance to
foreign Kurisdictions Lith respect to property
tracVing, monitoring and forfeiture or
freezing ordersa

(?)

shall have the authority to request information
from any reporting entities, supervisory
authorities, laL enforcement agencies and other
domestic government agencies, for purposes of
this Act Lithout the need for agreements or
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arrangements as required under subsection (1)
(o)a
(l)

shall periodically provide feedbacV to reporting entities, supervisory authorities and other
relevant agenciesa

(.) may disclose any report, any information derived from such report or any other information
it receives pursuant to this section to an institution or agency of a foreign state or of an
international organization established by the
governments of foreign states that has poLers
and duties similar to those of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit as set out in this section and
sections 11 and 14 of this Act, or in the Financial Intelligence Mnit Act, if on the basis of its
analysis and assessment, the Financial Intelligence Mnit has reasonable grounds to suspect
that a report or information Lould be relevant
to investigating proceeds of crime or investigating or prosecuting a serious crimea
(n)

may disclose any report to the supervisory
authority for purposes of ensuring compliance
Lith this Acta

(o)

may enter into any agreements or arrangements
Lith any domestic government institution or
agency regarding the exchange of informationa

(p)

shall, in respect of any reporting entity, exercise the poLers set out in section 21 and in
relation to this, may enter the premises of any
reporting entity during ordinary business hours
to inspect any record Vept by the reporting
entity, and asV any question relating to such
record, maVe notes and taVe copies of Lhole or
any part of the record.

No. 35/2002
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(2) Ivery order made by the Financial Intelligence
Mnit pursuant to paragraph (d) of subsection (1) above for
the freezing of funds or financial assets of any person shall
cease to have effect after seven business days from the
maVing of the Order, unless Lithin such period the Financial
Intelligence Mnit maVes an application to a fudge of the
#upreme Court in Chambers for an order for the freezing of
such property, and the application shall be heard by the
Court as soon as practicable.
Freezing of
funds
connected
with
terrorism.

12. (1) ehere the Financial Intelligence Mnit has reasonable grounds for believing that the person by, for or on
behalf of Lhom any funds are held is or may be _
(a)

a person Lho commits, attempts to
commit, facilitates or participates in the
commission of acts of terrorism, or Lho
finances such acts,

(/)

a person controlled or oLned directly or
indirectly by a person in 1a2, or

(c)

a person acting on behalf, or at the direction, of a person in 1a2,

the Financial Intelligence Mnit may by notice direct
that those funds shall be frozen and shall not be made
available to any person.
(2) A direction given under subsection (1) above
shall specify either _
(a)

the period for Lhich the direction is to
have effecta or

(/)

that the direction is to have effect until it
is revoVed by notice under subsection (1)
beloL.
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(1) The Financial Intelligence Mnit may by notice
revoVe a direction given under subsection (1) at any time.
(4) A notice under subsection (1) or (1) shall be
given in Lriting to the person holding the funds in question
(bthe recipientc), and shall require the recipient to send a
copy of the notice Lithout delay to the person Lhose funds
they are, or for or on Lhose behalf they are held (bthe
oLnerc).
(5) A recipient shall be treated as complying Lith
that requirement if, Lithout delay, he sends a copy of the
notice to the oLner at his last-VnoLn address or, if he does
not have an address for the oLnera he maVes arrangements
for a copy of the notice to be supplied to the oLner at the first
available opportunity.
(>) ehere a direction has been given under subsection (1) above, any person by, for or on behalf of Lhom
those funds are held may apply to the #upreme Court for the
direction to be set asidea and on such application the Court
may set aside the direction.
(7) A person Lho maVes an application under
subsection (>) above shall give a copy of the application and
any Litness statement or affidavit in support to the Financial
Intelligence Mnit (and to any other person by, for or on
behalf of Lhom those funds are held), not later than seven
days before the date fixed for the hearing of the application.
(8) Any person Lho contravenes or fails to comply
Lith the requirements of this section shall be guilty of a
money laundering offence and shall be liable to the penalties
prescribed in section 4 of this Act.
11. The Financial Intelligence Mnit may disclose any
report or information as set out under section 11(1) (m) to an
institution or agency of a foreign state or of an international

Disclosure to
foreign
institutions
and agencies.
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organisation or body or other institution or agency established by the governments of foreign states that has
poLers and duties similar to those of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit _
(a)

on such terms and conditions as are set out in
the agreement or arrangement betLeen the
Financial Intelligence Mnit and that foreign
state or international organisation regarding the
exchange of such information under section
14a or

(/)

Lhere such an agreement or arrangement has
not been entered into betLeen the Financial
Intelligence Mnit and that foreign state or international organisation or body, on such terms
and conditions as may be agreed upon by the
Financial Intelligence Mnit and the institution
or agency at the time of disclosure, Lhere such
terms and conditions shall include the folloLing _
(i)

restriction on the use of the report or
information to purposes relevant to
investigating or prosecuting a serious
crime, a money laundering offence,
a terrorist financing offence or an
offence that is substantially similar
to either offencea and

(ii)

the stipulation that the report or
information be treated in a
confidential manner and not be
further disclosed Lithout the
express consent of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit.
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14. (1) eith the prior approval of the Sinister, the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may enter into an agreement or
arrangement, formally or informally, Lith the government
of a foreign state, or an international organisation or body
established by the governments of foreign states regarding
the exchange of reports or information betLeen the Financial Intelligence Mnit and any institution or agency of that
state or organisation that has poLers and duties similar to
those of the Financial Intelligence Mnit.
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(2) The information exchanged under subsection
(1) shall be information that Lould be relevant to investigating
or prosecuting a serious crime or a money laundering or
terrorist financing offence, or an offence that is substantially
similar to either offence.
(1) Agreements or arrangements entered into under
subsection (1) or (2) shall include the folloLing`
(a)

restriction on the use of information to
purposes relevant to financial investigations and to investigating or prosecuting a
serious crime, or a money laundering
offence, or a terrorist financing offence,
or an offence that is substantially similar
to either offencea and

(/)

the stipulation that the information be
treated in a confidential manner and not
be further disclosed Lithout the express
consent of the Financial Intelligence Mnit.

15. (1) Peporting entities shall establish the identity
and verify the identity of any customer of the reporting entity
by requiring the customer to produce an identification record
or such other reliable, independent source document as the
Sinister may prescribe.

Reporting
entities to
identify and
verify identity
of customer.
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(2) The requirements of subsection (1) shall
apply Lhen _
(a)

a reporting entity establishes a business
relationshipa

(/)

in the absence of such a relationship, a
reporting entity conducts _
(i)

any transaction in an amount equal
to or above the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars or such other
amount as may from time to time be
prescribed by the Sinister, Lhether
conducted as a single transaction or
several transactions that appear to
be linVed and Lhere the amount of
the transaction is unVnoLn at the
time of the transaction, the
identification and verification shall
be undertaVen as soon as the amount
becomes VnoLn or the said threshold
is reacheda

(ii)

any Lire transfers as set out in section
1Fa

(c)

there is a suspicion of money laundering
or terrorist financinga or

(d)

the reporting entity has doubts about the
veracity or adequacy of previously
obtained customer identification data.

(1) eithout limiting the generality of subsection
(1), a reporting entity shall _
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(a)

Lhen establishing a business relationship, obtain information on the purpose
and nature of the business relationshipa

(/)

if the transaction is conducted by a
natural person, adequately identify and
verify his identity including information
relating to`

(c)

(i)

the personRs name and addressa

(ii)

the national identity card, social
security document, passport or other
applicable official identifying
documenta

if the transaction is conducted by a legal
entity, adequately identify the beneficial
oLner of such entity and taVe reasonable
measures to identify and verify its oLnership and control structure, including information relating to`
(i)

the customerRs name, legal form,
head office address and identities of
directorsa

(ii)

the principal oLners and
beneficiaries and control structurea

(iii) provisions regulating the poLer to
bind the entitya and to verify that
any person purporting to act on
behalf of the customer is so
authorised, and identify those
personsa
(d)

have appropriate risV management
systems to determine if a customer or
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beneficial oLner is a politically exposed
person, and if so, shall _
(i)

adequately identify and verify his
identity as set out in this sectiona

(ii)

obtain the approval of senior
management before establishing a
business relationship Lith the
politically exposed persona

(iii) taVe reasonable measures to
establish the source of funds and
source of propertya and
(i8) conduct regular enhanced
monitoring of the business
relationship.
(4) If it appears to a reporting entity that an applicant requesting it to enter into any business relationship or
transaction, Lhether or not in the course of a continuing
business relationship, is acting on behalf of another person,
the reporting entity shall establish the true identity of any
person on Lhose behalf or for Lhose ultimate benefit the
applicant may be acting in the proposed transaction, Lhether
as a trustee, nominee, agent or otherLise.
(5) Nothing in this section shall require the production of any evidence of identity Lhere _
(a)

the customer is itself a financial institution
to Lhich this Act applies and Lhich has
been licensed or registered, and is
supervised for anti-money laundering and
countering the financing of terrorism
measures by a regulatory authority and
the reporting entity has satisfied itself as
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to the adequacy of the measures to prevent
money laundering and the financing of
terrorisma or

(>)

(/)

there is a transaction or a series of
transactions taVing place in the course of
a business relationship, in respect of Lhich
the applicant has already produced
satisfactory evidence of identity.

(a)

A banV or a financial institution shall, in
relation to its cross-border correspondent
banVing and other similar relationships _
(i)

adequately identify and verify
respondent institutions Lith Lhom
it conducts such a business
relationshipa

(ii)

gather sufficient information about
the nature of the business of the
person or entitya

(iii) determine from publicly available
information the reputation of the
person or entity and the quality of
supervision to Lhich the person or
entity is subKect toa
(i8) assess the personRs or entityRs antimoney laundering and terrorist
financing controlsa
(8)

obtain approval from senior
management before establishing a
neL correspondent relationshipa

(8i) document the responsibilities of the
financial institution and the person
or entity.
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ehere the relationship is a payablethrough account, a banV or a financial
institution shall ensure that the person or
entity Lith Lhom it has established the
relationship_
(i)

has verified the identity of and
performed on-going due diligence
on such of that personRs customers
that have direct access to accounts
of the financial institutiona and

(ii)

is able to provide the relevant
customer identification data upon
request to the financial institution.

BanVs or financial institutions shall not
maintain any business relationship Lith
banVs that do not maintain a physical
presence under the laLs of Lhich they
Lere established, unless they are part of a
financial group subKect to effective consolidated supervision.

(7) ehere a reporting entity relies on an
intermediary or third party to undertaVe its obligations under
subsections (1), (2) or (1) or to introduce business to it _
(a)

it must be satisfied that the third party is
able to provide copies of identification
data and other documents relating to the
obligation of due diligence under subsections (1), (2) and (1) Lithout delaya

(/)

it shall satisfy itself that the third party or
intermediary is regulated and supervised,
and has measures in place to comply Lith
the requirements set out in sections 15
and 1> of this Act.
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(8) The Sinister may, in consultation Lith the
relevant supervisory authority, prescribe _
(a)

the official or identifying documents, or
the reliable and independent source documents, data or information or other evidence that is required for identification or
verification of any class of customers or
applicantsa

(/)

threshold amounts and additional circumstances in Lhich the provisions of this
section shall apply.

(F) In the case of an existing customer at the time
of this Act coming into force _

1>. (1)
tain _

(a)

a reporting entity shall verify the identity
of the customer Lithin six months from
the date of commencement of this Acta

(/)

the Financial Intelligence Mnit may, in
special circumstances, extend the said
period of six months for a further period
of up to six monthsa

(c)

Lhere at the end of the six months or
further period of up to six months, as the
case may be, a reporting entity is unable
to verify the identity of a customer, the
reporting entity shall terminate the
business relationship Lith such a customer.

Peporting entities shall establish and main(a)

records of all transactions in accordance
Lith the requirements of subsection (1)a

Other
obligations of
reporting
entities.
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(/)

Lhere evidence of a personRs identity is
obtained in accordance Lith section 15, a
record that indicates the nature of the
evidence obtained, and Lhich comprises
either a copy of the evidence or such
information as Lould enable a copy of it
to be obtaineda

(c)

account files and business correspondence
in relation to accountsa

(d)

Lritten reports established in accordance
Lith section 17 of this Act.

(2) Customer accounts of a reporting entity shall
be Vept in the true name of the account holder.
(1) Pecords required under subsection (1) shall
contain particulars sufficient to identify _
(a)

the name, address and occupation or,
Lhere appropriate, business or principal
activity of each person _
(i)

conducting the transactiona or

(ii)

if VnoLn, on Lhose behalf the
transaction is being conducted,

as Lell as the method used by the reporting entity to verify the identity of each
such persona
(/)

the nature and date of the transactiona

(c)

the type and amount of currency involveda

(d)

the type and identifying number of any
account Lith the reporting entity involved
in the transactiona
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(e)

if the transaction involves a negotiable
instrument other than currency, the name
of the draLer of the instrument, the name
of the institution on Lhich it Las draLn,
the name of the payee, if any, the amount
and date of the instrument, the number, if
any, of the instrument and details of any
endorsements appearing on the instrumenta

(f)

in the case of reports under section 17 and
any other reports, the name and address
of the reporting entity, and of the officer,
employee or agent of the reporting entity
Lho prepared the report.

(4) Pecords required under subsection (1) shall be
Vept by the reporting entity for a period of at least 5 years
from the date the relevant business or transaction Las
completed, or termination of business relationship, Lhichever is the later.
(5)

A reporting entity shall _
(a)

comply Lith any instruction issued to it
by the Financial Intelligence Mnit pursuant to section 11 (1) 1d2a

(/)

permit any authorized officer of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit to enter into
any premises of the reporting entity during
normal LorVing hours and inspect the
records Vept pursuant to the provisions of
subsection (1) of this section and maVe
any notes or taVe any copies of the Lhole
or any part of any such record and shall
ansLer any questions of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit in relation to such
recordsa
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comply Lith the guidelines and training
requirements issued and provided by the
Financial Intelligence Mnit in accordance
Lith paragraph 1e2 or 1h2 of section 11 (1).

(>) The requirements set forth in subsections (1),
(1) and (4) of this section shall apply in the case of casinos
or licensed gaming premises only Lhen a customer engages
in a transaction equal to or above the amount of ten thousand
dollars, Belize currency (or its equivalent in foreign currency)
or such other sums as may from time to time be prescribed by
the Sinister.
(7) Ivery reporting entity that contravenes or fails
to comply Lith the provisions of this section shall be liable
to a fine of up to five thousand dollars by the Financial
Intelligence Mnit.

CAP. 91

(8) A reporting entity aggrieved by the decision of
the Financial Intelligence Mnit pursuant to subsection (7)
above may appeal to the #upreme Court under the provisions
of Part g of the #upreme Court of fudicature Act, and for
this purpose, the Financial Intelligence Mnit shall be deemed
to be an inferior court and the rules governing the inferior
court appeals shall .utati+ .utandi+ apply to every such
appeal`
Provided that an appeal shall not by itself result in the
suspension of the decision under appeal, but the appellant
may, Lithin the time prescribed for filing such appeal, apply
to the #upreme Court for stay of execution of the order
appealed from, pending the determination of such appeal.

Reporting of
suspicious
transactions
by reporting
entities.

17. (1)

Peporting entities shall pay special attention to`
(a)

all complex, unusual or large business
transactions, or unusual patterns of
transactions, Lhether completed or not,
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and to insignificant but periodic
transactions, that have no apparent
economic or laLful purposea

(2)

(/)

business relations and transactions Lith
persons including legal persons and
arrangements, from or in Kurisdictions that
do not have adequate systems in place to
prevent or deter money laundering or
terrorist financinga

(c)

electronic funds transfer that do not contain complete originator information.

In relation to subsection (1), a reporting entity

shall`
(a)

set forth in Lriting the specific information
regarding the transaction(s) or business
relations specified in subsection (1) (a) to
(c) of this section, its bacVground and
purpose to the extent VnoLn, and the
identity of the persons involveda and

(/)

upon request, shall maVe available such
findings to the Financial Intelligence Mnit.

(1) A reporting entity shall monitor its business
relationships and the transactions undertaVen throughout the
course of the relationship to ensure that its obligations under
section 15 are met and that the transactions conducted are
consistent Lith the information that the reporting entity has
of its customer and the profile of the customerRs business.
(4) ehenever a reporting entity suspects or has
reasonable grounds to suspect that any transaction, proposed transaction or attempted transaction is related to the
commission of a money laundering offence or terrorist
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financing offence or is related or linVed to, or is to be used
in connection Lith a terrorist act or for the financing of
terrorism, or that the funds or property are the proceeds of
crime, it shall as soon as possible but not later than 1 days
after forming that suspicion and Lherever possible before
the transaction is carried out _
(a)

taVe reasonable measures to ascertain the
purpose of the transaction, the origin and
ultimate destination of the funds involved
and the identity and address, of any ultimate beneficiarya

(/)

prepare a report of the transaction in accordance Lith subsection (5) and send
the report to the Financial Intelligence
Mnit in such form as the Director, may
from time to time, approvea

(c)

in case of reporting entities Lhich are
dealers in precious metals and dealers in
precious stones and other dealers in high
value goods, shall report any transactions
to the Financial Intelligence Mnit in
accordance Lith this subsection Lhenever
they engage in any cash transaction equal
to or above the equivalent of fifteen
thousand dollars or such other sum as
may from time to time be prescribed by
the Sinistera

(d)

in case of reporting entities Lhich are real
estate agents and dealers in vehicles, shall
report transactions in accordance Lith
this subsection to the Financial Intelligence Mnit Lhen involved in transactions
for their clients concerning the buying or
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selling of real estate or vehicles of any
description.

(5)

A report required under subsection (4) shall _
(a)

set forth all particulars VnoLn regarding
the transactiona

(/)

contain a statement of the grounds on
Lhich the reporting entity holds the
suspiciona and

(c)

be signed or otherLise authenticated by
the reporting entity.

(>) A reporting entity Lhich has reported a suspicious transaction in accordance Lith this section shall, if
requested to do so by the Financial Intelligence Mnit, give
such further information as requested by the Financial Intelligence Mnit.
(7) (a) If the Financial Intelligence Mnit, after
consulting the entity that reported the transaction required to
maVe a report under subsection (4), suspects or has reasonable
grounds to suspect that a transaction or a proposed transaction
may involve the proceeds of crime or a money laundering or
terrorist financing offence or is related or linVed to, or is to
be used in connection Lith a terrorist act or for the financing
of terrorism, it may direct the reporting entity in Lriting,
electronically or by telephone to be folloLed up in Lriting,
not to proceed Lith the carrying out of that transaction or
proposed transaction or any other transaction in respect of
the funds affected by that transaction or proposed transaction
for a period as may be determined by the Financial Intelligence
Mnit Lhich may not be more than five days, in order to alloL
the Financial Intelligence Mnit _
(i)

to maVe necessary inquiries
concerning the transactiona and
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if the Financial Intelligence Mnit
deems it appropriate, to inform and
advise a supervisory authority.

For the purposes of calculating the period
of five days referred to in subsection (7)
(a), #aturdays, #undays and public and
banV holidays shall not be taVen into
account.

(8) The provisions of subsections (4), (5), (>) and
(7) are applicable to`
(a)

laLyers, notaries, other independent legal
professionals and accountants Lhen, on
behalf of or for a client, they prepare for
or engage in or carry out a transaction in
relation to the folloLing activities`
(i)

buying and selling of real estatea

(ii)

managing of client money, securities
or other assetsa

(iii) management of banV, savings or
securities accountsa
(i8) organisation of contributions for the
creation, operation or management
of companiesa
(8)

(/)

creation, operation or management
of legal persons or arrangements,
and buying and selling of business
entitiesa

trust and company service providers,
Lhen they prepare for or engage in or
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carry out a transaction for or on behalf of
a client, in relation to the folloLing activities`
(i)

acting as a formation agent of legal
personsa

(ii)

acting as (or arranging for another
person to act as) a director or
secretary of a company, a partner of
a partnership, or a similar position
in relation to other legal personsa

(iii) providing a registered office,
business address or accommodation,
correspondence or administrative
address for a company, a partnership
or any other legal person or
arrangementa
(i8) acting as (or arranging for another
person to act as) a trustee of an
express trusta
(8)

acting as (or arranging for another
person to act as) a nominee
shareholder for another person.

(F) Nothing in this section requires any laLyer to
disclose any privileged communication.
(10) For the purposes of this section, a communication is a privileged communication only if`
(a)

it is to a person Lho is a professional legal
adviser and the disclosure falls Lithin
subsection (/).
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A disclosure falls Lithin this subsection if
it is a disclosure (i)

by or by a representative of a client
of the professional legal adviser in
the course of ascertaining the legal
position of the clienta

(ii)

from or through a client in connection
Lith the performing by the legal
adviser of the tasV of defending or
representing that client in, or
concerning Kudicial, administrative,
arbitration or mediation proceedings`

Provided that a disclosure does not fall
Lithin subsection (/) if it is made Lith the
intention of furthering a criminal purpose.
(11) Any person Lho VnoLs or suspects that a
report under this section is being prepared for or Lill be or
has been sent to the Financial Intelligence Mnit or any
additional information requested by the Financial Intelligence Mnit has been prepared or sent shall not disclose to
another person, other than a court, supervisory authority or
other person authorized by laL, any information or other
matter in relation to the report. This shall not preclude
disclosures or communications regarding suspicions of money
laundering or financing of terrorism betLeen and among
directors, partners, officers, principals, and employees of the
reporting entity and appropriate competent authorities.
(12) No criminal, civil, disciplinary or administrative
proceedings for breach of banVing or professional secrecy or
contract may be instituted against the reporting entity, or its
directors, principals, officers, partners or employees Lho in
good faith submit reports or provide information in
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accordance Lith the provisions of this section. No criminal
action for money laundering or financing of terrorism shall
be brought against a reporting entity, or its directors,
principals, officers, partners or employees in connection
Lith the execution of a suspicious transaction Lhere such
entity or person complied Lith the provisions of this section.
(11) eithout preKudice to any criminal and/or civil
liabilities for offences connected to money laundering or
terrorist financing, a reporting entity, and its directors,
officers and employees, that fail to comply Lith the requirements of this section or Lho Lilfully maVe a false or untrue
report referred to above, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding fifty thousand dollars by the Financial Intelligence Mnit
and, in addition, the licence of such reporting entity to
operate as such may be suspended or revoVed by the licensing authority.
(14) A reporting entity or its directors, officers or
employees aggrieved by the decision of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit pursuant to subsection (11) above may
appeal to the #upreme Court under the provisions of Part g
of the #upreme Court of fudicature Act, and for this purpose,
the Financial Intelligence Mnit shall be deemed to be an
inferior court and the rules governing the inferior court
appeals shall .utati+ .utandi+ apply to every such appeal`
Provided that an appeal shall not by itself result in the
suspension of the decision under appeal, but the appellant
may, Lithin the time prescribed for filing such appeal, apply
to the #upreme Court for stay of execution of the order
appealed from, pending the determination of such appeal.
(15) The question Lhether a suspicion for the purpose of this section has been formed shall be determined
obKectively having regard to all the facts and surrounding
circumstances.

Cap. 91
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A reporting entity shall`
(a)

appoint a compliance officer Lho shall be
responsible for ensuring the reporting
entityRs compliance Lith the requirements
of this Acta

(/)

establish and maintain internal policies,
procedures, controls and systems to`
(i)

implement
the
customer
identification requirementsa

(ii)

implement record Veeping and
retention requirementsa

(iii) implement the
requirementsa

monitoring

(i8) implement
the
reporting
requirements under section 17a
(8)

maVe its officers and employees
aLare of the laLs relating to
combating money laundering and
financing of terrorisma

(8i) maVe its officers and employees
aLare of the procedures and policies
adopted by it to deter money
laundering and the financing of
terrorisma and
(8ii) screen persons before hiring them
as employeesa
(c)

establish an audit function to test its antimoney laundering and combating the
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financing of terrorism procedures and
systemsa and
(d)

(2)

(1)

train its officers, employees and agents to
recognize suspicious transactions.

A reporting entity shall`
(a)

enable any person identified in accordance
Lith subsection (1) (a) to have reasonable
access to information that may be relevant
to determining Lhether sufficient basis
exists to report the matter pursuant to
section 17a and

(/)

require the identified person to report the
matter, pursuant to section 17, in the
event that he determines that sufficient
basis exists.

The person identified in subsection (1) (a)

shall`
(a)

be a senior officer Lith relevant qualifications and experience to enable him to
respond sufficiently Lell to inquiries relating to the reporting entity and the conduct of its businessa

(/)

be responsible for establishing and maintaining such manual of compliance procedures in relation to its business as the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may, from
time to time, requirea

(c)

be responsible for ensuring compliance
by staff of the reporting entity Lith _
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(i)

this Act and any other laL relating
to money laundering or terrorist
financinga and

(ii)

any manual of compliance
procedures establisheda and

act as the liaison betLeen the reporting
entity and the Financial Intelligence Mnit
in matters relating to compliance Lith this
Act and any other laL or directive Lith
respect to money laundering or terrorist
financing.

(4) #ubsections (1) (a) and (2) do not apply to an
individual Lho, in the course of carrying on his business,
does not employ or act in association Lith any other person,
or if all their staff and management consists of less than five
persons.
Financial
institutions
and money
transmission
service
providers to
include
originator
information.
Cap. 263
Cap. 267

1F. (1) An institution or a person that is licensed to do
business in Belize as a banV or financial institution under the
BanVs and Financial Institutions Act or the International
BanVing Act or a money transmission service provider shall
verify, maintain and include accurate originator information
on outgoing electronic funds transfers and related outgoing
messages. #uch institutions and persons Lhen acting as an
intermediary financial institution shall ensure that all originator information that accompanies the Lire transfer is
retained Lith the transfer.
(2) Originator information shall include name, place
Lhere account exists and account number (or in the absence
of an account number, a unique reference number). #uch
information shall be set forth in the message or payment form
accompanying the transfer.
(1) #ubsection (1) shall not apply to an electronic
funds transfer from a transaction carried out using a credit or
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debit card if the credit or debit card number accompanies
such transaction, unless the debit or credit card is used as a
payment system to effect a money transfer in Lhich case
subsection (1) is applicable.
(4) #ubsection (1) shall not apply to electronic
funds transfers and settlements betLeen financial institutions Lhere the originator and beneficiary of the funds
transfer are the financial institutions acting on their oLn
behalf.
(5) Ivery person or entity that contravenes or fails
to comply Lith the provisions of this section shall be liable
to a fine of up to ten thousand dollars by the Financial
Intelligence Mnit.
(>) A person or entity aggrieved by the decision of
the Financial Intelligence Mnit pursuant to subsection (5)
above may appeal to the #upreme Court under the provisions
of Part g of the #upreme Court of fudicature Act, and for
this purpose, the Financial Intelligence Mnit shall be deemed
to be an inferior court and the rules governing the inferior
court appeals shall .utati+ .utandi+ apply to every such
appeal`

CAP. 91

Provided that an appeal shall not by itself result in the
suspension of the decision under appeal, but the appellant
may, Lithin the time prescribed for filing such appeal, apply
to the #upreme Court for stay of execution of the order
appealed from, pending the determination of such appeal.
20. eithout preKudice to its poLers under the Financial
Intelligence Mnit Act, the FIM or a laL enforcement agency,
upon application to a fudge of the #upreme Court in Chambers e4 parte and satisfying him that there are reasonable
grounds to believe that _

FIU’s power
to obtain
search
warrants.
No. 35/2002.
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(a)

a reporting entity has failed to establish
and maintain records as provided by section 1>a

(/)

a reporting entity has failed to report any
business transaction as provided by the
provisions of section 17 (4)a or

(c)

an officer or employee of a reporting
entity is committing, has committed or is
about to commit a money laundering or a
terrorist financing offence,

may obtain a Larrant to enter any premises belonging to, in
the possession or under the control of the financial institution
or any officer or employee of such institution and to search
the premises and remove any document, material or other
thing therein for the purposes of the Financial Intelligence
Mnit or laL enforcement agency as ordered by the fudge and
specified in the Larrant.
Role of
supervisory
authority.

21. (1) The supervisory authority responsible for
supervising each reporting entity shall supervise compliance
by the entity Lith the requirements of sections 15, 1>, 17, 18
and 1F of this Act.
(2) In accordance Lith the laL, the supervisory
authority, shall`
(a)

examine and supervise the reporting entity, and regulate and oversee effective
compliance Lith the obligations set out in
sections 15, 1>, 17, 18 and 1F of this Act
and any other preventative measures in
relation to combating money laundering
and terrorist financing, through on-site
examinations, or other meansa
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(/)

issue instructions, guidelines or
recommendations to assist the reporting
entity to comply Lith the obligations set
forth in this Acta

(c)

develop standards and/or criteria
applicable to the reporting of suspicious
activities that reflect other existing and
future pertinent national and
internationally accepted standardsa

(d)

impose requirements that the reporting
entity should ensure that their foreign
branches and subsidiaries adopt and
enforce measures consistent Lith this laL
to the extent that local laLs and regulations
so permit, and Lhere the foreign branch
or subsidiary is unable to adopt and
observe these measures, to report the
matter to the designated supervisory or
regulatory authority or the competent
disciplinary authoritya

(e)

submit a report to the Financial
Intelligence Mnit, as soon as practicable
but no later than three LorVing days, any
information concerning suspicious
transactions, activities or facts that could
be related to money laundering, the
financing of terrorism or the proceeds of
crimea

(f)

cooperate Lith agencies performing similar functions in other countries including
exchange of informationa

(;)

maintain statistics concerning measures
adopted and sanctions imposed in the
context of enforcing this Acta
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adopt the necessary measures to establish
fit and proper criteria for oLning,
controlling, or participating, directly or
indirectly, in the directorship, management
or operation of a financial institution or a
casino or other gaming establishment.

22. (1) Any supervisory or regulatory authority or
competent disciplinary authority that discovers a breach of
the obligations established under sections 15, 1>, 17, 18 and
1F of this Act by a reporting entity it supervises may impose
one or more of the folloLing sanctions and measures after
giving the reporting entity a reasonable opportunity to maVe
representations on its oLn behalf`(a)

Lritten Larningsa

(/)

order to comply Lith specific instructionsa

(c)

ordering regular reports from the reporting entity on the measures it is taVinga

(d)

fine in an amount no less than five
thousand dollars and no greater than
tLenty thousand dollarsa

(e)

barring convicted individuals from employment Lithin the sectora

(f)

replacing or restricting the poLers of
managers, directors or controlling oLners, including the appointing of ad hoc
administratora or

(;)

recommending to the appropriate
licensing authority of the reporting entity
that the reporting entityRs licence be
suspended, restricted or LithdraLn.
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(2) The supervisory authority shall inform the Financial Intelligence Mnit as to the sanctions imposed and
may order the publication of its decision.
(1) Any supervisory or regulatory authority or the
competent disciplinary authority that discovers facts liVely
to constitute indication of money laundering or financing of
terrorism shall so inform the Financial Intelligence Mnit.
21. (1) ehere a person is being investigated for a
serious offence, or has been charged Lith or convicted of a
serious crime, or Lhere the Financial Intelligence Mnit or a
laL enforcement authority is endeavouring to trace terrorist
property or funds or other property related to a serious crime,
and a police officer or an authorised officer of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit has reasonable grounds for suspecting that
any person has possession or control of _
(a)

a document relevant to identifying,
locating or quantifying property of the
person or to identifying or locating a
document necessary for the transfer of
property of such persona or

(/)

a document relevant to identifying,
locating or quantifying tainted property
in relation to the offence or to identifying
or locating a document necessary for the
transfer of tainted property in relation to
the offencea or

(c)

a document relevant to identifying,
locating or quantifying recoverable
property or to identify or locating a
document related to the transfer of terrorist
propertya or

(d)

a document related to terrorist property,

Production
orders.
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the police officer or an authorised officer of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may apply e4 parte and in
Lriting to a Kudge of the #upreme Court in chambers
for an order against the person suspected of having
possession or control of a document of the Vind
referred. The application shall be supported by an
affidavit.
(2) The Kudge may, if he considers there are
reasonable grounds for so doing, maVe an order that the
person produce to a police officer or an authorized officer of
the Financial Intelligence Mnit, at a time and place specified
in the order, any documents of the Vind referred to in
subsection (1).
(1) A police officer or an authorised officer of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit to Lhom documents are produced may(a)

inspect the documentsa

(/)

maVe copies of the documentsa or

(c)

retain the documents for so long as is
reasonably necessary for the purposes of
this Act.

(4) ehere a police officer or an authorised officer
of the Financial Intelligence Mnit retains documents produced to him, he shall maVe a copy of the documents
available to the person Lho produced them.
(5) NotLithstanding any other rule of laL or practice to the contrary, a person is not entitled to refuse to
produce documents ordered to be produced under this section on the ground that _
(a)

the document might tend to incriminate
the person or maVe him liable to a penaltya
or
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the production of the document Lould be
in breach of an obligation of the person
not to disclose the existence or contents
of the document.

24. (1) ehere a person produces a document pursuant
to an order under this section, the production of the document, or any information, document or things obtained as a
direct or indirect consequence of the production of the
document is not admissible against that person in any criminal proceedings except proceedings under section 25.

Evidential
value of
information.

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), proceedings on an application for a restraining order, a forfeiture
order or a pecuniary penalty order are not criminal proceedings.
25.(1) ehere a person is required by a production
order to produce a document to a police officer or an
authorised officer of the Financial Intelligence Mnit, the
person commits an offence against this section if he _
(a)

contravenes the order Lithout reasonable
causea or

(/)

in purported compliance Lith the order,
produces or maVes available a document
VnoLn to the person to be false or misleading in a material particular and does
not so indicate to the police officer or the
authorized officer of the FIM, and provide to such officer any correct document
or information of Lhich the person is in
possession,

and on conviction shall be liable,
(i)

in the case of a natural person, to a fine not
exceeding ten thousand dollars or to imprison-

Failure to
comply with a
production
order.
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ment for a term not exceeding tLo years, or to
both such fine and imprisonmenta and
(ii)

Production
orders in
relation to
foreign
offences.

Power to
search for
and seize
documents
relevant to
locating
property.

in the case of a legal person or other entity, to
a fine Lhich shall be not less than fifty thousand dollars but Lhich may extend to one
hundred thousand dollars.

2>. ehere a foreign #tate requests assistance to locate or
seize property suspected to be tainted property in respect of
an offence Lithin its Kurisdiction, the provisions of section
21 shall apply Lith necessary modifications.
27. (1) A police officer or an authorized officer of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may _
(a)

enter upon land or upon or into premisesa

(/)

search the land or premises for any document of the type described in section
21(1)a and

(c)

seize any document found in the course
of that search that the aforementioned
officer believes, on reasonable grounds,
to be a relevant document in relation to a
serious crime`
Provided that the entry, search and seizure
is made Lith the consent of the occupier
of the land or the premises, or under a
Larrant issued by a court under this Act.

No. 35/2002

(2) The poLers contained in subsection (1) are
Lithout preKudice to the poLers of the FIM under the
Financial Intelligence Mnit Act.
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ehere _
(a)

there are reasonable grounds to believe
that a person has been charged Lith or
convicted of a serious crime, or is or Lill
be involved in the commission of a serious
offensea or

(/)

a police officer or an authorised officer of
the Financial Intelligence Mnit has
reasonable grounds for suspecting that
there is, or may be Lithin the next 72
hours, upon any land or upon or in any
premises, a document in relation to the
offence or in relation to any tainted
property, realizable property or terrorist
property,

the police officer or an authorised officer of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may maVe an application supported by information on oath to a
magistrate or a Kudge for a search Larrant in
respect of that land or those premises.
(2) ehere an application is made under subsection
(1) for a Larrant to search land or premises, the magistrate or
Kudge may, subKect to subsection (4) issue a Larrant
authorising a police officer or an authorised officer of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit (Lhether or not named in the
Larrant), Lith such assistance and by such force as is
necessary and reasonable _
(a)

to enter upon the land or in or upon any
premises and to search the land or premises
for property of that Vinda and

(/)

to seize property found in the course of
the search that the police officer or the
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authorized officer of the Financial Intelligence Mnit believes on reasonable
grounds to be property of that Vind.
(1) A magistrate or Kudge shall not issue a Larrant
under subsection (2) unless he is satisfied that _

(4)

(a)

a production order has been given in
respect of the document and has not been
complied Litha

(/)

a production order in respect of the document Lould be unliVely to be effectivea

(c)

the investigation for the purposes of Lhich
the search Larrant is being sought might
be seriously preKudiced if the police officer
or an authorised officer of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit does not gain immediate
access to the document Lithout any notice
to any persona or

(d)

the document involved cannot be
identified or described Lith sufficient
particularity to enable a production order
to be obtained.

A Larrant issued under this section shall

state _
(a)

the purpose for Lhich it is issued,
including a reference to the nature of the
relevant offencea

(/)

a description of the Vind of documents or
any tainted property, realizable property
or terrorist property authorised to be
seizeda
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(c)

a time at Lhich the Larrant ceases to be in
forcea and

(d)

Lhether entry is authorised to be made at
any time of the day or night or during
specified hours.
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(5) If during the course of searching under a Larrant
issued under this section, a police officer or an authorised
officer of the Financial Intelligence Mnit finds _
(a)

a document that the police officer or an
authorised officer of the Financial Intelligence Mnit believes on reasonable
grounds to relate to the relevant offence
or to another serious offencea or

(/)

anything the police officer or an authorised
officer of the Financial Intelligence Mnit
believes on reasonable grounds Lill afford
evidence as to the commission of a criminal
offence,

the police officer or an authorised officer of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit may seize that property or thing and the
Larrant shall be deemed to authorise such seizure.
(>) The poLers contained in this section are Lithout preKudice to the poLers of the FIM under the Financial
Intelligence Mnit Act.
2F. (1) A police officer or an authorized officer of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may _
(a)

search a person for tainted property or
terrorist propertya

(/)

enter upon land or upon or into premises
and search the land or premises for tainted
property or terrorist propertya and

No. 35/2002.
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in either case, seize any property found in
the course of the search that the police
officer or the authorized officer believes,
on reasonable grounds, to be tainted
property or terrorist property, provided
that the search or seizure is made`
(i)

Lith the consent of the person or the
occupier of the land or premises as
the case may bea or

(ii)

under Larrant issued under section
10.

(2) ehere a police officer or an authorized officer
of the Financial Intelligence Mnit may search a person under
this section, he may also search _

Search
warrants in
relation to
tainted
property or
terrorist
property.

(a)

the clothing that is being Lorn by the
persona and

(/)

any property in, or apparently in, the
personRs immediate control.

10. (1) ehere a police officer or an authorized officer
of the Financial Intelligence Mnit has reasonable grounds for
suspecting that there is, or may be Lithin the next 72 hours,
tainted property or terrorist property of a particular Vind _
(a)

on a persona

(/)

in the clothing that is being Lorn by a
persona

(c)

otherLise in a personRs immediate controla
or

(d)

upon land or upon or in any premises,
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the police officer or the authorized officer may lay before a
magistrate an information setting out those grounds and
apply for the issue of a Larrant to search the person, the land
or the premises as the case may be, for property of that Vind.
(2) ehere an application is made under subsection
(1) for a Larrant to search a person, land or premises, the
magistrate may, subKect to subsection (4), issue a Larrant
authorizing a police officer or the authorized officer (Lhether
or not named in the Larrant) Lith such assistance and by
such force as is necessary and reasonable _
(a)

to search the person for property of that
Vinda

(/)

to enter upon the land or in or upon any
premises and to search the land or premises
for property of that Vinda and

(c)

to seize property found in the course of
the search that the police officer or the
authorized officer believes on reasonable
grounds to be property of that Vind.

(1) A magistrate shall not issue a Larrant under
subsection (2) in respect of tainted property or terrorist
property unless the magistrate is satisfied that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that a confiscation order may
be made under this Act in respect of the property.
(4)

A Larrant issued under this section shall

state _
(a)

the purpose for Lhich it is issued
including, in respect of tainted property, a
reference to the nature of the relevant
offencea

(/)

a description of the Vind of property
authorised to be seizeda
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(c)

a time at Lhich the Larrant ceases to be in
forcea and

(d)

Lhether entry is authorised to be made at
any time of the day or night or during
specified hours.

(5) If during the course of searching under a Larrant
issued under this section, a police officer or the authorized
officer finds _
(a)

property that the police officer or the
authorized officer believes on reasonable
grounds to be tainted property or terrorist
property of a type not specified in the
Larrant, or tainted property in relation to
another serious offencea or

(/)

anything the police officer or the authorized officer believes on reasonable
grounds Lill afford evidence as to the
commission of a serious offence,

the police officer or the authorized officer may seize that
property or thing and the Larrant shall be deemed to authorise
such seizure.
Search
warrants in
relation to
foreign
offences.

Monitoring
orders.

11. ehere a foreign #tate requests assistance to locate or
seize property suspected to be tainted property in respect of
an offence Lithin its Kurisdiction, the provisions of sections
28, 2F and 10 shall apply Lith necessary modifications6
12. (1) A police officer or an authorised officer of the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may apply, e4 parte and in
Lriting to a Kudge or magistrate in chambers for an order (in
this section called a monitoring order) directing a reporting
entity to give information to a police officer or an authorised
officer of the Financial Intelligence Mnit. An application
under this subsection shall be supported by an affidavit.
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A monitoring order shall _
(a)

direct a reporting entity to disclose
information obtained by the institution
about transactions conducted through an
account held by a particular person Lith
the institutiona

(/)

not have retrospective effecta and

(c)

only apply for a period of a maximum of
1 months from the date of the maVing of
the order.

(1) A Kudge or magistrate shall not issue a monitoring order unless he is satisfied that there are reasonable
grounds for suspecting that the person in respect of Lhose
account the order is sought _

(4)

(a)

has committed or Las involved in the
commission, or is about to commit or be
involved in the commission of, a serious
crimea or

(/)

has benefited directly or indirectly, or is
about to benefit directly or indirectly from
the commission of a serious crime.

A monitoring order shall specify _
(a)

the name or names in Lhich the account
is believed to be helda and

(/)

the class of information that the institution is required to give.

(5) ehere a reporting entity, Lhich has been given
notice of a monitoring order, VnoLingly _
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(a)

contravenes the order, or

(/)

provides false or misleading information
in purported compliance Lith the order,

the reporting entity commits an offence against this section
and shall be liable on conviction, in the case of a natural
person, to a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars or to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding tLo years or to both
such fine and imprisonmenta and in the case of a body
corporate, to a fine not exceeding tLenty thousand dollars.
Monitoring
orders not to
be disclosed.

11. (1) A reporting entity that is, or has been, subKect to
a monitoring order shall not disclose the existence or operation of the order to any person except _
(a)

an officer or agent of the reporting entity
for the purpose of ensuring compliance
Lith the ordera

(/)

a legal adviser for the purpose of obtaining
legal advice or representation in respect
of the ordera or

(c)

a police officer or an authorised officer of
the Financial Intelligence Mnit authorised
in Lriting to receive the information.

(2) A person described in subsection (1) shall not
disclose the existence or operation of a monitoring order
except to another person described in that subsection and
may do so only for the purposes of the performance of the
personRs duties or functions.
(1) Nothing in this section prevents the disclosure
of information concerning a monitoring order for the purposes of or in connection Lith legal proceedings or in the
course of proceedings before a court, provided that nothing
in this section shall be construed as requiring a legal adviser
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to disclose to any court the existence or operation of a
monitoring order.
(4) A reporting entity or other person Lho contravenes the provisions of subsections (1) or (2) above is guilty
of an offence and shall be liable on conviction, in the case of
a natural person, to a fine not exceeding five thousand
dollars or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding tLo
years or to both such fine and term of imprisonment, and in
the case of a legal person or other entity, to a fine Lhich shall
not be less than tLenty thousand dollars but Lhich may
extend to fifty thousand dollars.
14. (1) eithout preKudice to the poLers of the Sinister
responsible for telecommunications under the Belize
Telecommunications Act, a police officer or an authorized
officer of the Financial Intelligence Mnit may, for the purpose
of obtaining evidence of the commission of a money
laundering offence, a terrorist financing offence or the
proceeds of crime under this Act, apply, e9 parte, to a fudge
of the #upreme Court, for an interception of communications
order.
(2) A Kudge to Lhom an application is made under
subsection (1) may maVe an order _
(a)

requiring a communications service provider to intercept and retain a specified
communication or communications of a
specified description received or transmitted, or about to be received or transmitted by that communications service
providera

(/)

authorising the police officer or the
authorized officer of the Financial
Intelligence Mnit, to enter any premises
and to install on such premises, any device

Power to
intercept
communications
and the
admissibility
of intercepted
communications
No. 16/2002.
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for the interception and retention of a
specified
communication
or
communications of a specified description
and to remove and retain such device,
if the Kudge is satisfied that there are reasonable
grounds to believe that material information
relating to _
(i)

the commission of an offence under
this Act, or

(ii)

the Lhereabouts of the person
suspected by the police officer or
the Financial Intelligence Mnit to
have committed the offence,

is contained in that communication or communications of that description.
(1)

Any information contained in a communica-

tion _
(a)

intercepted and retained pursuant to an
order under subsection (2)a

(/)

intercepted and retained in a foreign state
in accordance Lith the laL of that foreign
state and certified by a fudge of that
foreign state to have been so intercepted
and retained,

shall be admissible in proceedings for a money
laundering offence or terrorist financing offence or
for proceedings in relation to the forfeiture of the
proceeds of crime or terrorist property under this
Act, as evidence of the truth of its contents notLithstanding the fact that it may contain hearsay.
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15. (1) The Financial Intelligence Mnit, upon application to a fudge of the #upreme Court and satisfying him that
a financial institution has failed Lithout reasonable excuse
to comply in Lhole or in part Lith any obligation of reporting entities under section 1> or subsection (4) of section 17,
may obtain a mandatory inKunction against any or all of the
officers or employees of that financial institution on such
terms as the Court deems necessary to enforce compliance
Lith such obligation.
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(2) In granting an inKunction pursuant to subsection (1) of this section, the Court may order that should the
financial institution or any officer or employee of that
institution fail Lithout reasonable excuse to comply Lith all
or any of the provisions of that inKunction, such financial
institution, officer or employee shall pay a financial penalty
in the sum and in the manner directed by the Court.
1>. A person Lho has been convicted of a serious crime
(Lhether in Belize or elseLhere) or of an offence under this
Act, may not be eligible or licensed to carry on the business
of a financial institution.

Other
measures to
avoid money
laundering
and terrorist
financing.

17. A person Lho enters or leaves Belize Lith more than
ten thousand dollars in cash or negotiable instruments (in Belize
currency or equivalent foreign currency) shall maVe a declaration regarding the existence and amount of the cash or, as the
case may be, negotiable instruments being carried by that
person, to an authorised officer of the Financial Intelligence
Mnit or to any other person or authority designated by the
Financial Intelligence Mnit for that purpose, and every person
Lho fails to maVe such a declaration or maVes a false declaration commits an offence under this Act and shall be liable on
summary conviction to a fine not exceeding fifty thousand
dollars.

Currency
reporting
when
entering or
leaving
Belize.

18. (1) A police officer or a customs officer may seize
and, in accordance Lith this section, detain any currency Lhich
is being imported into, or exported from Belize, if _

Seizure and
detention of
suspicious
imports or
exports of
currency.
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(a)

the amount is not less than ten thousand
dollars in Belize currency (or equivalent
foreign currency)a and

(/)

he has reasonable grounds for suspecting
that it is _
(i)

property derived from a serious
crimea

(ii)

intended by any person for use in
the commission of a serious crimea

(iii) involved in money laundering or
the financing of terrorisma or
(i8) being brought into or taVen out of
Belize Lithout maVing the
declaration required under section
17 of this Act or after maVing a false
declaration.
(2) A police officer or a customs officer may request
further information from the person carrying the cash or
negotiable instruments.
(1) Currency detained under subsection (1) shall
not be detained for more than 72 hours after seizure, excluding LeeVends and public and banV holidays unless a magistrate orders its continued detention for a period not exceeding 1 months from the date of seizure, upon being satisfied
that _
(a)

there are reasonable grounds for the suspicion referred to in subsection (1)(b)a
and

(/)

its continued detention is Kustified Lhile _
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(i)

its origin or derivation is further
investigateda or

(ii)

consideration is given to instituting
in Belize or elseLhere criminal
proceedings against any person for
an offence Lith Lhich the currency
is connected.

(4) A magistrate may subsequently order continued
detention of the currency if satisfied of the matters mentioned
in subsection (1), but total period of detention shall not
exceed 2 years from the date of the order made under that
subsection.
(5) #ubKect to subsection (4), currency detained
under this section may be released in Lhole or in part to the
person on Lhose behalf it Las imported or exported _
(a)

by order of a magistrate that its continued
detention is no longer Kustified, upon
application by or on behalf of that person
and after considering any vieLs of the
Director of the Financial Intelligence Mnit
to the contrarya or

(/)

by an authorized officer, if satisfied that
its continued detention is no longer Kustified.

(>) No currency detained under this section shall
be released Lhere _
(a)

an application is made under this Act for
the purpose of _
(i)

the forfeiture of the Lhole or any
part of the currencya or
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its restraint pending determination
of its liability to forfeiturea or

proceedings are instituted in Belize or elseLhere against any person for an offence Lith
Lhich the currency is connected,

unless and until the proceedings relating to the relevant
application or the proceedings for the offence as the case
may have been concluded.
(7) On being satisfied that the property represents
the proceeds of crime or property to be used in the commission
of a serious crime, the magistrate shall maVe a forfeiture
order.
PART I5
FreezinZ anH ForfeitJre of AEEetE in Relation to
'oney LaJnHerinZ anH TerroriEt FinancinZ
Application
for a
Restraining
Order.

1F. (1) The Director of Public Prosecutions or the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may apply to the #upreme Court
for a restraining order against any realisable property held by
the accused or specified realisable property held by a person
other than the accused.
(2) An application for a restraining order may be
made e4 parte and shall be in Lriting and be accompanied by
an affidavit stating _
(a)

Lhere the accused has been convicted of
a serious crime, the serious crime for
Lhich he Las convicted, the date of the
conviction, the court before Lhich the
conviction Las obtained and Lhether an
appeal has been lodged against the convictiona
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Lhere the accused has not been convicted
of a serious crime, the crime for Lhich he
is charged or about to be charged, or is
being investigated and the grounds for
believing that the defendant committed
the offencea

(c)

a description of the property in respect of
Lhich the restraining order is soughta

(d)

the name and address of the person Lho
is believed to be in possession of the
propertya

(e)

the grounds for the belief that the property
is tainted property in relation to the offence
or that the accused derived a benefit
directly or indirectly from the commission
of the offencea

(f)

Lhere the application seeVs a restraining
order against property of a person other
than the defendant, the grounds for the
belief that the property is tainted property
in relation to the offence and is subKect to
the effective control of the accused or is a
gift caught by this Acta and

(;)

the grounds for the belief that a forfeiture
order or a pecuniary penalty order may be
or is liVely to be made under this part in
respect of the property.

40. (1) #ubKect to this section, Lhere the Director of
Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit applies
to the Court for a restraining order against property and the
Court is satisfied that _
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(a)

the accused has been convicted of a serious
crime or has been charged or is about to
be charged Lith or is being investigated
for a serious crimea

(/)

Lhere the accused has not been convicted
of a serious crime, there is reasonable
cause to believe that the property is tainted
property in relation to an offence or that
the accused derived a benefit directly or
indirectly from the commission of the
offencea

(c)

Lhere the application seeVs a restraining
order against property of a person other
than the accused, there are reasonable
grounds for believing that the property is
tainted property in relation to an offence
and that the property is subKect to the
effective control of the accused or is
property held by the defendant or a gift
caught by this Acta and

(d)

there are reasonable grounds for believing
that a forfeiture order or a pecuniary
penalty order may be or is liVely to be
made under this part in respect of the
property,

the Court may maVe an order _
(i)

prohibiting the defendant or any person
from disposing of, or otherLise dealing
Lith, the property or such part thereof or
interest therein as is specified in the order,
except in such manner as may be specified in the ordera and
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(ii)

at the request of the Director of Public
Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence
Mnit, Lhere the Court is satisfied that the
circumstances so require _
(a)

directing the Pegistrar-General or
such other person as the Court may
appoint to taVe custody of the
property or such part thereof as is
specified in the order and to manage
or otherLise deal Lith all or any
part of the property in accordance
Lith the directions of the Courta and

(/)

requiring any person having
possession of the property to give
possession thereof to the PegistrarGeneral or to the person appointed
under sub-paragraph (i) to taVe
custody and control of the property.

(2) An order under subsection (1) may be made
subKect to such conditions as the Court thinVs fit and, Lithout
limiting the generality of this subsection, may maVe provision
for meeting out of the property or a specified part of the
property, any or all of the folloLing`
(a)

the personRs reasonable living expenses
(including the reasonable living expenses
of the personRs dependants, if any) and
reasonable business expensesa

(/)

the personRs reasonable expenses in defending the criminal charge and any proceedings under this Parta and

(c)

a specified debt incurred by the person in
good faith.
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(1) ehere the Pegistrar-General or other person
appointed under subsection (1) (ii) (a) is given a direction in
relation to any property, he may apply to the Court for
directions on any question respecting the management or
preservation of the property under his control.
(4) #ubKect to section 42, an application shall be
served on all persons interested in the application or such of
them as the Court thinVs expedient and all such persons shall
have the right to appear at the hearing and be heard.
(5) ehen the application is made on the basis that
a person is being investigated or about to be charged, any
order made by the Court shall lapse if the person is not
charged _
(a) Lhere the offence is an offence against
the laLs of Belize, Lithin 28 daysa or
(/)

Undertaking
by the
Government.

Lhere the offence is an offence against
the laLs of a foreign #tate, Lithin three
months.

41. (1) Before maVing an order under section 40, the
Court may require the Government to give such undertaVings
as the Court considers appropriate Lith respect to the
payment of damages or costs, or both, in relation to the
maVing and execution of the order.
(2) For the purposes of this section, the Director of
Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit may
give such undertaVings Lith respect to the payment of
damages or costs or both as are required by the Court.

Notice of
application
for
restraining
order.

42. Before maVing a restraining order the Court may
require notice to be given to, and may hear, any person Lho,
in the opinion of the Court, appears to have an interest in the
property, unless the Court is of the opinion that giving such
notice before maVing the order Lould result in the
disappearance, dissipation or reduction in value of the property.
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41. A copy of a restraining order shall be served on a
person affected by the order in such manner as the Court
directs or as may be prescribed by rules of court.

Service of
restraining
order.

44. (1) A copy of a restraining order Lhich affects land
in Belize shall be registered Lith the Pegistrar of [ands.

Registration
of restraining
order.

(2) A restraining order is of no effect Lith respect
to registered land unless it is registered as a caution under the
Pegistered [and Act.

Cap. 194.

(1) ehere particulars of a restraining order are
registered under the Pegistered [and Act as a caution, a
person Lho subsequently deals Lith the property shall, for
the purposes of section 111 of that Act be deemed to have
notice of the order at the time of the dealing.
45. (1) A person Lho VnoLingly contravenes a restraining order by disposing of or otherLise dealing Lith
property that is subKect to the restraining order commits a
serious crime punishable upon conviction by _
(a)

in the case of a natural person, a fine of
not less than tLo thousand dollars but
Lhich may extend to fifty thousand dollars
or imprisonment for a period not
exceeding tLo years or botha

(/)

in the case of a legal person or other
entity, a fine of not less than fifty thousand
dollars but Lhich may extend to one
hundred thousand dollars.

(2) ehere a restraining order is made against
property and the property is disposed of, or otherLise dealt
Lith, in contravention of the restraining order, and the
disposition or dealing Las not for sufficient consideration or
not in favour of a person Lho acted in good faith and Lithout

Cap. 194.

Contravention
of restraining
order.
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notice, the Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial
Intelligence Mnit may apply to the Court that made the
restraining order for an order that the disposition or dealing
be set aside.
(1) ehere the Director of Public Prosecutions or
the Financial Intelligence Mnit maVes an application under
subsection (2) in relation to a disposition or dealing, the
Court may _

Duration of
restraining
order.

Review of
restraining
order.

(a)

set aside the disposition or dealing as
from the day on Lhich the disposition or
dealing tooV placea or

(/)

set aside the disposition or dealing as
from the day of the order under this subsection and declare the respective rights
of any persons Lho acquired interests in
the property on, or after the day on Lhich
the disposition or dealing tooV place, and
before the day of the order made under
this subsection.

4>. A restraining order remains in force until _
(a)

it is discharged, revoVed or varieda or

(/)

a forfeiture order or a pecuniary penalty
order, as the case may be, is made in
respect of property Lhich is the subKect of
the order.

47. (1) A person Lho has an interest in property in
respect of Lhich a restraining order Las made may, at any
time, apply to the Court for an order under subsection (4).
(2) An application under subsection (1) shall not
be heard by the Court unless the applicant has given to the
Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence
Mnit at least 1 clear days notice in Lriting of the application.
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(1) The Court may require notice of the application
to be given to, and may hear, any person Lho in the opinion
of the Court appears to have an interest in the property.
(4) On an application under subsection (1), the
Court may revoVe or vary the order or maVe the order subKect
to such conditions as the Court thinVs fit. For the purposes
of this subsection the Court may _
(a)

require the applicant to enter into
recognisancesa

(/)

vary the order to permit the payment of
reasonable living expenses of the applicant, including his dependants, if any,
and reasonable legal or business expenses
of the applicant.

(5) An order under subsection (4) may only be
made if the Court is satisfied that _
(a)

the applicant is the laLful oLner of the
property or is entitled to laLful possession
thereof and appears to be innocent of any
complicity in the commission of a serious
crime or of any collusion in relation to
such offencea and

(/)

the property Lill no longer be required for
the purposes of any investigation or as
evidence in any proceedings.

48. (1) The Director of Public Prosecutions or the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may apply to the #upreme Court
that made a restraining order for an extension of the period
of the operation of the order.
(2) ehere the Director of Public Prosecutions or
the Financial Intelligence Mnit maVes an application under

Extension of
restraining
order.
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subsection (1), the Court may extend the operation of a
restraining order for a specified period if it is satisfied that a
forfeiture order may be made in respect of the property or
part thereof or that a pecuniary penalty order may be made
against the person.
Forfeiture
order on
conviction.

4F. (1) ehere, upon application by the Director of
Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit, the
Court is satisfied that a property is tainted property in respect
of a serious crime of Lhich a person has been convicted, the
Court may order that specified property to be forfeited.
(2) In determining Lhether property is tainted
property the Court may infer, in the absence of evidence to
the contrary _
(a)

that the property Las used in or in
connection Lith the commission of a
serious crime if it Las in the personRs
possession at the time of, or immediately
after the commission of the serious crime
for Lhich the person Las convicteda

(/)

that the property Las derived, obtained or
realized as a result of the commission of
the serious crime if it Las acquired by the
person before, during or Lithin six years
after the period of the commission of the
serious crime of Lhich the person Las
convicted, and the Court is satisfied that
the income of that person from sources
unrelated to criminal activity of that person
cannot reasonably account for the
acquisition of that property.

(1) ehere the Court orders that property, other
than money, be forfeited, the Court shall specify in the order
the amount that it considers to be the value of the property at
the time Lhen the order is made.
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(4) In considering Lhether a forfeiture order
should be made under subsection (1) the Court shall have
regard to _
(a)

the rights and interests, if any, of third
parties in the propertya

(/)

the gravity of the serious crime concerneda

(c)

any hardship that may reasonably be
expected to be caused to any person by
the operation of the ordera and
(d)

the use that is ordinarily made of
the property, or the use to which
the property was intended to be
put.

(5) ehere the Court maVes a forfeiture order, the
Court may give such directions as are necessary or convenient
for giving effect to the order.
50. (1) #ubKect to subsection (2), Lhere a Court maVes
a forfeiture order against any property, the property vests
absolutely in the Government by virtue of the order.
(2)

Effect of
forfeiture
order on
conviction.

ehere property ordered to be confiscated is

land _
(a)

(/)

the property vests in the Government in
equity but does not vest in the Government at laL until the applicable registration requirements under the Pegistered
[ands Act or the [aL of Property Act, as
appropriate, have been complied Litha
the Government is entitled to be registered as oLner of the propertya

Cap. 194.
Cap. 190.
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the Director of Public Prosecutions and
the Financial Intelligence Mnit have poLer
on behalf of the Government to do or
authorise the doing of anything necessary
or convenient to obtain the registration of
the Government as oLner, including the
execution of any instrument to be executed
by a person transferring an interest in
property of that Vind.

ehere the Court maVes a forfeiture order against
(a)

the property shall not, except Lith the
leave of the Court and in accordance Lith
any directions of the Court, be disposed
of, or otherLise dealt Lith, by or on
behalf of the Government before the
relevant appeal datea and

(/)

if after the relevant appeal date, the order
has not been discharged, the property
may be disposed of and the proceeds
applied or otherLise dealt Lith in accordance Lith the directions of the Sinister
of Finance.

In this section UreleCant appeal HateV used in relation to a
forfeiture order made in consequence of a
personRs conviction of a serious crime means _
(a)

the date on Lhich the period alloLed by
rules of court for the lodging of an appeal
against a personRs conviction or for the
lodging of an appeal against the maVing
of a forfeiture order expires Lithout an
appeal having been lodged, Lhichever is
the latera or
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Lhere an appeal against a personRs conviction or against the maVing of a forfeiture order is lodged, the date on Lhich the
appeal lapses in accordance Lith the rules
of court or is finally determined, Lhichever is the later.

51. The Court may _
(a)

before maVing a forfeiture ordera and

(/)

in the case of property in respect of Lhich
a restraining order Las made and Lhere
the order Las duly served -

Voidable
transfers

set aside any conveyance or transfer of the
property that occurred after the seizure of the
property or the service of the restraining order,
unless the conveyance or transfer Las made for
valuable consideration to a person acting in
good faith and Lithout notice.
52. (1) ehere an application is made for a forfeiture
order against property, a person Lho claims an interest in the
property may apply to the Court, before the forfeiture order
is made, for an order under subsection (2).
(2) If a person applies to the Court for an order
under this section in respect of property and the Court is
satisfied on a balance of probabilities _
(a)

that he Las not in any Lay involved in the
commission of the serious crimea and

(/)

Lhere he acquired the interest during or
after the commission of the serious crime,
that he acquired the interest _
(i)

for sufficient considerationa and

Protection of
third parties.
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Lithout VnoLing, and in
circumstance such as not to arouse a
reasonable suspicion that the
property Las, at the time he acquired
it, property that Las tainted property,

the Court shall maVe an order declaring
that his interest shall not be affected by
the forfeiture order.
(1) #ubKect to subsection (4), Lhere a forfeiture
order has already been made directing the forfeiture of
property, a person Lho claims an interest in the property
may, before the end of the period of > months commencing
on the day on Lhich the forfeiture order is made, apply under
this subsection to the Court for an order under subsection
(2).
(4)

A person Lho _
(a)

had VnoLledge of the application for the
forfeiture order before the order Las madea
or

(/)

appeared at the hearing of that application,

shall not be permitted to maVe an application
under subsection (1) except Lith leave of the
Court.
(5) A person Lho maVes an application under
subsection (1) or (1) shall give no less than 14 days Lritten
notice of the maVing of the application to the Director of
Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit Lho
shall be a party to any proceedings in the application.
(>) An applicant or the Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit, as the case may be,
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in accordance Lith the rules of court, may appeal against an
order made under subsection (2).
(7) Any person appointed by the Court as a custodian or receiver for property shall, on application by any
person Lho has obtained an order under subsection (2), and
Lhere the period alloLed by the rules of court Lith respect
to the maVing of appeals has expired and any appeal from
that order has been determined _
(a)

direct that the property or part thereof to
Lhich the interest of the applicant relates,
be returned to the applicanta or

(/)

direct that an amount equal to the value of
the interest of the applicant, as declared in
the order, be paid to the applicant.

51. (1) ehere the Court maVes a forfeiture order against
property in reliance on a personRs conviction of a serious
crime and the conviction is subsequently quashed, the quashing of the conviction discharges the order.
(2) ehere a forfeiture order against property is
discharged as provided for in subsection (1), or by the Court
hearing an appeal against the maVing of the order, any
person Lho claims to have an interest in the property
immediately before the maVing of the forfeiture order may
apply to the Pegistrar-General or the Pegistrar of [ands, as
appropriate, in Lriting for the transfer of the interest to the
person.
(1) On receipt of an application under subsection
(2) the Pegistrar-General or the Pegistrar of [ands, as
appropriate, shall _
(a)

if the interest is vested in the Government, give directions that the property or

Discharge of
forfeiture
order on
appeal and
quashing of
conviction.
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part thereof to Lhich the interest of the
applicant relates be transferred to that
persona or
(/)

in any other case, direct that there be paid
to that person an amount equal to the
interest as at the time the order is made.

(4) In the exercise of his poLers under this section
and section 50, the Pegistrar-General or the Pegistrar of
[ands, as applicable, shall have the poLer to do or authorize
the doing of anything necessary or convenient to effect the
transfer or return of the property, including the execution of
any instrument and the maVing of any application for the
registration of an interest in the property on any appropriate
register.
Payment
instead of a
forfeiture
order.

54. ehere the court is satisfied that a forfeiture order
should be made in respect of the property of a person
convicted of a serious crime but that the property or any part
thereof or interest therein cannot be made subKect to such an
order and, in particular _
(a)

cannot, on the exercise of due diligence, be
locateda

(/)

has been transferred to a third party in
circumstances Lhich do not give rise to a
reasonable inference that the title or interest
Las transferred for the purpose of avoiding the
forfeiture of the propertya

(c)

is located outside Belizea

(d)

has been substantially diminished in value or
rendered Lorthlessa or

(e)

has been commingled Lith other property that
cannot be divided Lithout difficulty,
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the Court may, instead of ordering the property or
part thereof or interest therein to be forfeited, order
the person to pay to the Government an amount equal
to the value of the property, part or interest.
55. ehere the court orders a person to pay an amount
under section 54, that amount shall be treated as if it Lere a
fine imposed upon him in respect of a conviction for a
serious crime, and the Court shall _
(a)

notLithstanding any other laL, impose in
default of the payment of that amount, a term of
imprisonment _
(i)

of one year, Lhere the amount does not
exceed one thousand dollarsa

(ii)

of tLo years, Lhere the amount exceeds
one thousand dollars but does not exceed
three thousand dollarsa

(iii) of three years, Lhere the amount exceeds
three thousand dollarsa
(/)

direct that the term of imprisonment imposed
pursuant to subsection (a) be served consecutively to any other form of imprisonment imposed on that person, Lhich that person is then
servinga

(c)

direct that the rJleE regarding the remission of
sentences of prisoners serving a term of
imprisonment or the rules regarding the release
on parole shall not apply in relation to a term of
imprisonment, imposed on a person pursuant to
paragraph (a).

Application of
procedure for
enforcing
fines.
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5>. (1) The Director of Public Prosecutions or the
Financial Intelligence Mnit may apply to the court for a
forfeiture order in respect of tainted property if the accused
has died or absconded. If the court is satisfied that _
(a)

any property is tainted property in respect
of the serious crimea

(/)

proceedings in respect of a serious crime
committed in relation to that property
Lere commenceda and

(c)

the accused charged Lith the offence
referred to in paragraph (b) has died or
absconded,

the Court may order that the property or such
property as is specified by the Court in the
order be forfeited.
(2) For purposes of subsection (1), sections 4F, 50,
51 and 52 shall apply Lith such modifications as are necessary
to give effect to this section.
(1) For the purposes of subsection (1), a person is
deemed to have absconded if reasonable attempts to arrest
the person pursuant to the Larrant have been unsuccessful
during the period of six months commencing on the day the
Larrant Las issued, and the person shall be deemed to have
so absconded on the last day of that period.
Pecuniary
penalty order
on conviction.

57. (1) #ubKect to this section, Lhere the Director of
Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit applies
to the Court for a pecuniary penalty order against a person
in respect of that personRs offence, the Court shall, if it is
satisfied that the person has benefited from that offence,
order him to pay to the Government an amount equal to the
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value of his benefit from the offence or such lesser amount
as the Court certifies in accordance Lith section >0 (2) to be
the amount that might be realised at the time the pecuniary
penalty order is made.
(2) The Court shall assess the value of the benefits
derived by a person from the commission of an offence in
accordance Lith sections 58, 5F, >0, and >1.
(1) The Court shall not maVe a pecuniary penalty
order under this section _
(a) until the period alloLed by the rules of
court for the lodging of an appeal against
conviction has expired Lithout such
appeal having been lodgeda or
(/)

Lhere an appeal against conviction has
been lodged, until the appeal lapses in
accordance Lith the rules of court or is
finally determined, Lhichever is the later
date.

58. (1) ehere a person obtains property as the result
of, or in connection Lith the commission of a serious crime,
his benefit is the value of the property so obtained.
(2) ehere a person derived an advantage as a
result of or in connection Lith the commission of a serious
crime, his advantage shall be deemed to be a sum of money
equal to the value of the advantage so derived.
(1) The Court, in determining Lhether a person
has benefited from the commission of a serious crime or from
the offence taVen together Lith other serious crimes shall,
unless the contrary is proved, deem _

Rules for
determining
benefit and
assessing
value.
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(a)

all property appearing to the Court to be
held by the person on the day on Lhich
the application is madea and

(/)

all property appearing to the Court to be
held by the person at any time _
(i)

Lithin the period betLeen the day
the serious crime, or the earliest
serious crime, Las committed and
the day on Lhich the application is
madea or

(ii)

Lithin the period of > years
immediately before the day on Lhich
the application is made, Lhichever
is the longer,

to be property that came into the
possession or under the control of the
person by the reason of the commission
of that serious crime or those serious
crimes for Lhich the person Las
convicteda
(c)

any expenditure by the person since the
beginning of that period to be expenditure met out of payments received by him
as a result of, or in connection Lith, the
commission of that serious crime or those
serious crimesa and

(d)

any property received or deemed to have
been received by the person at any time as
a result of, or in connection Lith the
commission by him of that serious crime
or those serious crimes as property received by him free of any interest therein.
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(4) ehere a pecuniary penalty order has been
previously made against a person, in assessing the value of
any benefit derived by him from the commission of the
serious crime, the Court shall leave out of account any of the
benefits that are shoLn to the Court to have been taVen into
account in determining the amount to be recovered under
that order.
(5) If evidence is given at the hearing of the application that the value of the personRs property at any time after
the commission of the serious crime exceeded the value of
the personRs property before the commission of the offence,
then the Court shall, subKect to subsection (>), treat the value
of the benefit as being not less than the amount of that excess.
(>) If, after evidence of the Vind referred to in
subsection (5) is given, the person satisfies the court that the
Lhole or part of the excess Las due to causes unrelated to the
commission of the serious crime, subsection (5) does not
apply to the excess or, as the case may be, that part.
5F. (1)

ehere _
(a)

a person has been convicted of a serious
crime and the Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit
tenders to the court a statement as to any
matters relevant to _
(i)

determining Lhether the person has
benefited from the offence or from
any other serious crime of Lhich he
is convicted in the same proceedings
or Lhich is taVen into account in
determining his sentencea or

(ii)

an assessment of the value of the
personRs benefit from the offence or
any other serious crime of Lhich he

Statements
relating to
benefit from
commission
of serious
crimes.
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is convicted in the same proceedings
or Lhich is taVen into accounta and
(/)

the person accepts to any extent an allegation in the statement,

the court may, for the purposes of so determining
or maVing that assessment, treat his acceptance
as conclusive of the matters to Lhich it relates.
(2)

ehere _
(a)

a statement is tendered under subsection
(1)(a)a and

(/)

the court is satisfied that a copy of that
statement has been served on the person,

the court may require the person to indicate to
Lhat extent he accepts each allegation in the
statement and so far as he does not accept any
allegation, to indicate any matters he proposes
to rely on.
(1) ehere the person fails in any respect to comply
Lith a requirement under subsection (2), he may be treated
for the purposes of this section as having accepted every
allegation in the statement other than _
(a)

an allegation in respect of Lhich he
complied Lith the requirementa and

(/)

an allegation that he has benefited from
the serious crime or that any property or
advantage Las obtained by him as a result
of or in connection Lith the commission
of the offence.
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ehere _
(a)

the person tenders to the court a statement
as to any matters relevant to determining
the amount that might be realised at the
time the pecuniary penalty order is madea
and

(/)

the Director of Public Prosecutions or the
Financial Intelligence Mnit accepts to any
extent any allegation in the statement,

the court may, for the purposes of that determination, treat the acceptance of the Director of
Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit, as the case may be, as conclusive of
the matters to Lhich it relates.
(5) An allegation may be accepted or a matter
indicated for the purposes of this section either _
(a)

orally before the courta or

(/)

in Lriting in accordance Lith rules of
court.

(>) An acceptance by a person under this section
that he received any benefits from the commission of a
serious crime is admissible in any proceedings for any crime.
>0. (1) #ubKect to subsection (2), the amount to be
recovered in a personRs case under a pecuniary penalty order
shall be the amount Lhich the court assesses to be the value
of that personRs benefit from the serious crime or if more than
one, all the offences in respect of Lhich the order may be
made.

Amount
recovered
under
pecuniary
penalty order.
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(2) ehere the court is satisfied as to any matter
relevant for determining the amount Lhich might be realised
at the time the pecuniary penalty order is made, Lhether by
acceptance under section 5F or otherLise, the court may
issue a certificate giving its opinion as to the matters concerned, and shall do so if satisfied that the amount that might
be realised at the time the pecuniary penalty order is made is
less than the amount it assesses to be the value of the personRs
benefit from the offence, or if more than one, all the offences
in respect of Lhich the pecuniary penalty order may be
made.
Variation of
pecuniary
penalty order.

>1. ehere _
(a)

the court maVes a pecuniary penalty order
against a person in relation to a serious
crimea and

(/)

in calculating the amount of the pecuniary
penalty order, the court tooV into account
a forfeiture order of the property or a
proposed forfeiture order in respect of the
propertya and

(c)

an appeal against forfeiture or a forfeiture
order is alloLed or the proceedings from
the proposed forfeiture order terminate
Lithout the proposed forfeiture order
being madea

the Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial
Intelligence Mnit may apply to the court for a variation
of the pecuniary penalty order to increase the amount
of the order by the value of the property not so
forfeited and the court may, if it considers it
appropriate to do so, vary the order accordingly.
Lifting the
corporate veil.

>2. (1) In assessing the value of benefits derived by a
person from the commission of a serious crime, the court
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may treat as property of the person any property that, in the
opinion of the court, is subKect to the effective control of the
person Lhether or not he has _
(a)

any legal or equitable interest in the
propertya or

(/)

any right, poLer or privilege in connection Lith the property.

(2) eithout preKudice to the generality of subsection (1), the court may have regard to _
(a)

shareholdings in, debentures over or
directorships in any company that has an
interest, Lhether direct or indirect, in the
property, and for this purpose the court
may order the investigation and inspection
of the booVs of a named companya

(/)

any trust that has any relationship to the
propertya

(c)

any relationship Lhatsoever betLeen the
persons having an interest in the property
or in companies of the Vind referred to in
paragraph (a) or trust of the Vind referred
to in paragraph (/), and any other persons.

(1) ehere the court, for the purposes of maVing a
pecuniary order against a person, treats particular property
as the personRs property pursuant to subsection (1), the court
may, on application by the Director of Public Prosecutions
or the Financial Intelligence Mnit maVe an order declaring
that the property is available to satisfy the order.
(4) ehere the court declares that property is available to satisfy a pecuniary penalty order _
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(a)

the order may be enforced against the
property as if the property Lere the
property of the person against Lhom the
order is madea and

(/)

a restraining order may be made in respect
of the property as if the property Lere
property of the person against Lhom the
order is made.

(5) ehere the Director of Public Prosecutions or
the Financial Intelligence Mnit maVes an application for an
order under subsection (1) that property is available to
satisfy a pecuniary penalty order against a person _

Enforcement
of pecuniary
penalty order.

Discharge of
pecuniary
penalty order.

(a)

the Director of Public Prosecutions or the
Financial Intelligence Mnit, as the case
may be, shall give Lritten notice of the
application to the person and to any person Lho the Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit
has reason to believe may have an interest
in the propertya and

(/)

the person and any person Lho claims an
interest in the property may appear and
adduce evidence at the hearing.

>1. ehere the court orders a person to pay an amount
under a pecuniary penalty order, the provisions of section 55
shall apply Lith such modifications as the court may determine for the purpose of empoLering the court to impose a
term of imprisonment on a person in default of compliance
by him Lith a pecuniary penalty order.
>4. A pecuniary penalty order is discharged _
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(a)

if the conviction of the serious crime or
crimes in reliance on Lhich the order Las
made is or is deemed to be quashed and
no conviction for the crime or crimes is
substituteda

(/)

if the order is quashed on appeala or

(c)

on the satisfaction of the order by payment of the amount due under the order.

>5. (1) The measures and sanctions referred to in sections 1F and 4F shall apply Lithout preKudice to the rights of
bona fide third parties.
(2) Proper notifications shall be made so that all
those claiming legitimate legal interest in property, proceeds
or instrumentalities may appear in support of their claims.
(1) A third partyRs lacV of good faith may be
inferred, at the discretion of the court or other competent
authority, from the obKective circumstances of the case.
(4) The court or other competent authority shall
return the property, proceeds or instrumentalities to the
claimant, Lhen it has been demonstrated to its satisfaction
that`(a)

the claimant has a legitimate legal interest
in the property, proceeds or instrumentalitiesa

(/)

no participation, collusion or involvement Lith respect to the money laundering offence or the terrorist financing offence Lhich is the subKect of the proceedings can be imputed to the claimanta
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(c)

the claimant lacVed VnoLledge and Las
not intentionally ignorant of the illegal
use of the property, proceeds or instrumentalities or if he had VnoLledge, did
not freely consent to its illegal usea

(d)

the claimant did not acquire any right in
the property, proceeds or instrumentalities
from a person proceeded against under
circumstances that give rise to a reasonable
inference that any right Las transferred
for the purpose of avoiding the eventual
subsequent forfeiture of the property,
proceeds or instrumentalities, and

3e6

the claimant did all that could reasonably
be expected to prevent the illegal use of
the property, proceeds or instrumentalities.

>>. No liability shall be incurred by, and no suit, legal
proceedings or other action, administrative or otherLise,
shall be commenced, brought or instituted against any supervisory authority, the Director of Public Prosecutions, the
Director, Financial Intelligence Mnit, the Sinister or any of
their agents for any act done or omitted to be done in good
faith`
(a)

in the performance or intended performance of any function or dutya or

(/)

in the exercise or intended exercise of any
poLer,

under this Act or Pegulations made hereunder.
Seizure and
detention of
terrorist cash.

>7. (1) ehere the Financial Intelligence Mnit has
reasonable grounds to suspect that any cash _
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(a)

is intended to be used for the purposes of
terrorisma

(/)

belongs to, or is held on trust for, a terrorist
organisationa or

(c)

is or represents property obtained through
acts of terrorism,

it may seize the cash.
(2) The Financial Intelligence Mnit may seize the
cash, even if it reasonably suspects part only of the cash to
be terrorist cash, Lhere it is not reasonably practicable to
seize that part only of the cash.
(1) The Financial Intelligence Mnit may exercise
its poLers under subsection (1), Lhether or not any proceedings have been brought for an offence in connection Lith the
terrorist cash.
(4) The Financial Intelligence Mnit shall, as soon
as is reasonably practicable, apply to a fudge in Chambers
for a detention order Lith respect to the cash seized under
subsection (1).
(5) The fudge in Chambers shall not maVe an order
for detention of the cash unless he is satisfied that there are
reasonable grounds for suspecting that the cash _
(a)

is intended to be used for the purposes of
terrorisma

(/)

consists of resources of a terrorist
organisationa or

(c)

is or represents property obtained through
terrorists activities.
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(>) #ubKect to subsection (8), any order made under subsection (5) shall remain valid for a period of F0 days,
and may be reneLed for further periods of F0 days by the
fudge in Chambers, until production of the cash before the
court in proceedings against any person for an offence Lith
Lhich the cash is connected.
(7) Any cash detained under this section shall be
deposited by the Financial Intelligence Mnit in an interestbearing account.
(8) The cash, Lith the interest, may be released by
order of the fudge in Chambers _

(F)

(a)

Lhere the conditions under subsection
(5) are no longer meta or

(/)

Lhere no proceedings are brought in
Belize or elseLhere against any person
for an offence relating to the detained
cash.

For the purposes of this section, bcashc means _
(a)

coins and notes in any currencya

(/)

postal ordersa

(c)

travellerRs chequesa

(d)

banVerRs draftsa

(e)

bearer bonds and bearer sharesa or

(f)

such other monetary instruments as the
Sinister may, by notice published in the
Gazette, specify.
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>8. (1) Any person Lho by any means, directly or
indirectly, Lilfully provides or collects funds or other
property, Lith the intention that they should be used or in the
VnoLledge that they are to be used in Lhole or in part`
(a)

to commit an act or omission, Lhether in
Belize or outside Belize, Lhich constitutes an offence Lithin the scope of a
counter terrorism Convention listed in
the Fourth #chedule to this Acta or

(/)

to commit any act intended to cause the
death of or serious bodily inKury to any
civilian or any other person not taVing an
active part in the hostilities in a situation
of armed conflict Lhen the purpose of
such act, by its nature and context, is to
intimidate a population or compel a
government or international organization
to perform or refrain from performing an
act of any Vinda

(c)

by a terrorista or

(d)

by a terrorist organization,

Fourth
Schedule.

commits an offence and shall be liable to the
same penalties as prescribed in section 5 of this
Act for the offence of terrorism.
(2)

Ivery person Lho _
(a)

organises or directs others to commita or

(/)

attempts to commita or

(c)

conspires to commita or
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(d)

participates as an accomplice to a person
committing, or attempting to commita or

(e)

aids, abets, facilitates, counsels or procures the commission of,

an offence under subsection (1) commits an
offence under this Act and shall be liable to the
same penalties as prescribed in subsection (1)
of this section.
(1) An offence under subsection (1) is committed
irrespective of the occurrence of a terrorist act or Lhether the
funds have been used to commit such an act.

S.I. 32/2006.

Related
offences in
relation to
terrorist
financing.

(4) The Sinister may, from time to time by order
published in the Gazette, publish a list of terrorists and
terrorist organisations but until such time as an Order is made
under this section, the list of terrorists and terrorist organizations contained in the #econd #chedule to the #ecurity
Council Pesolution 1>17 (2005) (Inforcement) Order, 200>,
as amended, shall have effect for the purposes of this Act.
>F. Any person Lho _
(a)

solicits, receives, provides or possesses
money or other propertya or

(/)

enters into, or becomes concerned in, an
arrangement as a result of Lhich money
or other property is made available or is to
be made available,

for the purposes of terrorism, or for a terrorist
organisation, commits an offence and is liable
on conviction to the same penalties as prescribed
in subsection (1) of section >8.
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70. (1) Any person Lho enters into, or becomes concerned in, an arrangement Lhich facilitates the retention or
control by, or on behalf of, another person, of terrorist
property, in any manner, including _
(a)

concealmenta

(/)

removal from the Kurisdictiona or

(c)

transfer to any other person,
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commits an offence and is liable on conviction
to the same penalties as prescribed in subsection (1) of section >8.
(2) It shall be a defence for a person charged under
subsection (1) to prove that he did not VnoL and had no
reasonable cause to suspect that the arrangement is related to
terrorist property.
71. (1) ehere the Financial Intelligence Mnit has
reason to believe or suspects that a reporting entity holds an
account or property on behalf of a terrorist or terrorist
organisation, it shall issue a Lritten directive to the reporting
entity in Belize requiring it to restrain or freeze any account
or other property held by that reporting entity on behalf of
terrorist or terrorist organization and the reporting entity
shall comply Lith such a directive.
(2) #ubKect to subsection (1), a directive given by
the Financial Intelligence Mnit pursuant to subsection (1)
shall be effective for 1 months unless earlier revoVed by the
Financial Intelligence Mnit.
(1) The #upreme Court may, upon the application
of the Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial
Intelligence Mnit, order the extension of a restraining or a
freeze direction issued pursuant to subsection (1), if the

Directives.
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Court is satisfied that the account or other property is oLned
by or on behalf of a terrorist or terrorist organization.
(4) The Financial Intelligence Mnit may revoVe
any directive issued under subsection (1) and shall notify the
reporting entities accordingly.
(5) ehere the Financial Intelligence Mnit decides
to revoVe a directive Lhich has been extended by the
#upreme Court under subsection (1), it shall notify the
#upreme Court accordingly and the #upreme Court shall
revoVe the extension order.
(>) Pevocation of a directive or extension order
shall not affect the validity of any action taVen on the basis
of the direction or the order prior to revocation.
(7) A person affected by a directive issued under
subsection (1) may apply to the #upreme Court for a revocation of the direction in relation to him.
(8) The #upreme Court shall revoVe the directive
in relation to the applicant under subsection (7) if satisfied
that the account or other property or the personRs interest in
it is not oLned by or on behalf of a terrorist or terrorist
organisation.
(F) It shall be a defence against any action brought
against a supervisory authority or any person Lho complies
Lith a direction issued under subsection (1) that the issuance
of the direction or the compliance thereLith Las in accordance Lith the provisions of this section.
(10) No person shall be held liable in any court for
or Lith respect to anything done or omitted to be done in
good faith in accordance Lith this section.
Application
for forfeiture
order.

72. The Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial
Intelligence Mnit may apply to the #upreme Court for a
forfeiture order against terrorist property.
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71. ehere the Director of Public Prosecutions or the
Financial Intelligence Mnit applies under section 72 for a
forfeiture order`
(a)

he or it shall give no less than seven days
Lritten notice of the application only to
any person Lho is VnoLn to oLn or
control directly or indirectly, Lholly or
Kointly ior have an interest inj the terrorist
property in respect of Lhich the application is being madea

(/)

the person and any other person Lho
claims an interest in the property may
appear and produce evidence at the
hearing of the applicationa and

(c)

The #upreme Court may, at any time
before the final determination of the
application, direct the Director of Public
Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence
Mnit (as the case may be) to`
(i)

give notice of the application to any
person Lho, in the opinion of the
Court, appears to have an interest in
the propertya

(ii)

publish in the Gazette or a
neLspaper published and circulating
in Belize, a notice of the application.

74. (1) ehere, upon application by the Director of
Public Prosecutions or the Financial Intelligence Mnit, the
Court is satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that property
to Lhich the application relates is terrorist property, the
Court shall order that specified property to be forfeited.
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(2) NotLithstanding subsection (1), if a person
claiming an interest in the property to Lhich an application
relates satisfies the Court that he _
(a)

has an interest in the propertya

(/)

has, in the circumstances, exercised
reasonable care to ensure that the property
is not terrorist propertya and

(c)

is not a member of a terrorist group,

the Court shall order that the interest of that person shall not
be affected by the forfeiture order, and the Court shall
declare the nature and extent of the interest in question.
(1) If a person obtains an interest in property after
it becomes terrorist property, no order shall be made under
subsection (2) in respect of that interest unless the person is
a bona fide purchaser for value, Lithout reason to suspect
that the property is terrorist property.
(4) ehere the Court maVes a forfeiture order, the
Court may give such directions as are necessary or convenient
for giving effect to the order.
Effect of
forfeiture
order in
respect of
terrorist
property.

75. (1) #ubKect to subsection (2), Lhere the #upreme
Court maVes a forfeiture order against any property, the
property vests absolutely in the Government by virtue of the
order.
(2)
property _

ehere property ordered to be forfeited is real
(a)

the property vests in Government in equity
only and not at laL until the applicable
registration requirements have been
complied Litha
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(/)

the Government is entitled to be registered as oLner of the propertya

(c)

the Director of Public Prosecutions or the
Financial Intelligence Mnit has poLer on
behalf of the Government to do or
authorise the doing of anything necessary
or convenient to obtain the registration of
Government as oLner, including the
execution of any instrument to be executed
by a person transferring an interest in
property of that Vind.
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PART 5
International Cooperation
7>. (1) The #upreme Court, a supervisory authority or
other competent authority shall cooperate Lith a superior
court or other competent authority of another #tate, taVing
the appropriate measures to provide assistance in matters
concerning money laundering offences, terrorist financing
offences and other serious crimes, in accordance Lith this
Act, and Lithin the limits of their respective legal systems.
(2) The #upreme Court or other competent authority
may receive a request from a superior court or other competent
authority of another #tate to identify, trace, freeze, seize or
forfeit the property, proceeds, or instrumentalities connected
to money laundering offences, terrorist financing offences
and serious crimes, and may taVe appropriate actions to
provide the Lidest range of assistance, including those
contained in Parts III and IY of this Act.
(1) A final Kudicial order or Kudgment that provides
for the forfeiture of property, proceeds or instrumentalities
connected to a money laundering offence, terrorist financing
offence or other serious offence, issued by a court or other

Assistance to
foreign
countries.
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competent authority of another #tate, may be recognized by
Kudicial authorities in Belize as evidence that the property,
proceeds or instrumentalities referred to by such order or
Kudgment is subKect to forfeiture in accordance Lith the laL.
A court in Belize may treat such order or Kudgment as
evidence in any proceedings to obtain a forfeiture order
under the laLs of Belize.
(4) The #upreme Court, a supervisory authority or
other competent authority may receive and taVe appropriate
measures Lith respect to a request from a superior court or
other competent authority of another #tate, for assistance
related to civil, criminal, or administrative investigation,
prosecution or proceedings, as the case may be, involving a
money laundering offence, terrorist financing offence or
other serious offence, or the proceeds of any such offence,
or violations of any provisions similar to those set out in this
Act. #uch assistance may include providing original or
certified copies of relevant documents and records, including
those of financial institutions and government agencies,
obtaining testimony or statements in Belizea facilitating the
voluntary presence or availability in the requesting #tate of
persons, including those in custody, to give testimony,
locating or identifying persons, service of documents,
examining obKects and placesa executing searches and
seizuresa providing information and evidentiary itemsa
restraining property or undertaVing other provisional
measuresa and identifying or tracing proceeds or
instrumentalities of crime. A treaty or other agreement shall
not be necessary for the #upreme Court or other competent
authority to provide assistance under this section, and dual
criminality shall not be required.
(5) Any provisions referring to banV secrecy or
confidentiality shall not be an impediment to the provision of
assistance to a requesting #tate. The #upreme Court, upon
request for information from the Kudicial or other competent
authorities of another #tate, may order a banV or other
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financial institution to produce information otherLise protected by banV secrecy or confidentiality.
(>) The Financial Intelligence Mnit may taVe such
action as may be appropriate including directing the freezing
of funds and other financial assets or economic resources of
any person to comply Lith or give effect to a resolution of the
#ecurity Council of the Mnited Nations adopted under
Chapter YII of the Mnited Nations Charter`
Provided that if the #ecurity Council taVes any
subsequent decision Lhich has the effect of postponing,
suspending or canceling the operation of such resolution, in
Lhole or in part, any order made by the Financial Intelligence Mnit pursuant to that resolution shall cease to have
effect or its operation shall be postponed or suspended, in
Lhole or in part, as the case may be, in accordance Lith that
decision.
PART 5I
'iEcellaneoJE
77. Soney laundering, terrorism and terrorist financing
offences shall be extraditable offences. They shall be
deemed to be offences for Lhich extradition from Belize
may taVe place under any laL or treaty to Lhich Belize is a
party relating to extradition or the rendition of fugitives.

Money
laundering
and terrorist
financing to
be
extraditable
offences.

78. There is hereby established a special fund to be
VnoLn as the Belize Confiscated and Forfeited Assets Fund
(hereinafter referred to as bthe Fundc).

Establishment
of the Fund.

7F. (1)

There shall be credited to the Fund`
(a)

all moneys derived from the fulfilment of
confiscation and forfeiture orders and from

Receipts and
Disbursements.
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settlements of confiscation and forfeiture
claimsa
(/)

any sums of money allocated to the Fund
from time to time by parliamentary appropriationa

(c)

any voluntary payment, grant or gift made
by any person for the purposes of the
Funda

(d)

any income derived from the investment
of any amount standing to the credit of the
Funda and

(e)

any sharing of confiscated or forfeited
property and funds received from other
#tates.

(2) The 'iniEter of Finance may authorise payments out of the Fund to _
(a)

pay the administrative expenses of the
Financial Intelligence Mnita

(/)

compensate victims Lho suffered losses
as a result of serious crimes, terrorism or
other unlaLful activitya

(c)

satisfy a compensation order made under
this Acta

(d)

enable the appropriate laL enforcement
agencies to continue their fight against
serious crimes, terrorism and other unlaLful activitiesa

(e)

share forfeited property Lith foreign
#tatesa

(f)

rehabilitation of drug usersa
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(;)

public education on the dangers of drug
abusea

(<)

satisfy a compensation order relating to
the lifting of a restrainta

(i)

pay expenses relating to the recovery,
management and disposition of property
including mortgages and liens against
relevant property and the fees of receivers,
trustees, managers or other professionals
providing assistancea and

(>)

pay the costs associated Lith the administration of the Fund, including the costs of
external audits.
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(1) The Fund shall be annually audited by an
external auditor approved by the Sinister.
80. (1) The 'iniEter of Finance shall table a report
in the National Assembly, that shall be made publicly
available, not later than the first sitting of the \ouse after
the expiry of F0 days from the close of the fiscal year
detailing _
(a)

the amounts credited to the Funda

(/)

the investments made Lith the amounts
credited to the Funda and

(c)

the payments made from the Fund, including the specific purpose for Lhich
each payment Las made and to Lhom it
Las made.

Annual
report to
National
Assembly.
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(2) The report referred to in subsection (1) above
shall be prepared by the Director, Financial Intelligence
Mnit, and shall be submitted to the Sinister not later than 1st
Say in every year.
Secrecy
obligations
overridden.
CAP.4.

Disclosure
protected.

General
penalty for
noncompliance.

Investigation
and
prosecution
of offences.

81. #ubKect to the provisions of the Belize Constitution,
the provision of this Act shall have effect notLithstanding
any obligation as to secrecy or other restriction upon the
disclosure of information imposed by any laL or otherLise.
82. It shall not be unlaLful for any person to maVe any
disclosure in compliance Lith this Act.
81. Ivery financial institution or other person Lho fails
to comply Lith any direction or instruction given by the
Financial Intelligence Mnit or a supervisory authority under
this Act shall be guilty of an offence and shall, unless a
penalty is specifically provided elseLhere, be liable on
summary conviction to a fine not exceeding tLenty-five
thousand dollars or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
three years, or to both.
84. (1) No prosecution in respect of any offence
committed under this Act or the Pegulations made thereunder
shall be instituted except by, or Lith the consent in Lriting
of, the Director of Public Prosecutions or the Financial
Intelligence Mnit`
Provided that this subsection shall not prevent the
arrest, or the issue or execution of a Larrant for the
arrest, of any person in respect of such an offence, or
the remand in custody or on bail of any person
charged Lith such an offence, notLithstanding that
the necessary consent to the institution of proceedings
for the offence has not been obtained.
(2) All offences under this Act shall be tried
summarily Lithout the consent of the accused unless
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otherLise directed by the Director of Public Prosecutions. If
no contrary direction is received by the court at the time of
arraignment or trial, the court shall proceed to summary trial
Lithout maVing any further enquiries in that respect.
(1) In the investigation and prosecution of offences
under this Act, or in the obtaining of ancillary and interim
orders from the court, or in the taVing of any other measures
referred or provided by this Act, the Director of Public
Prosecutions, the Director, Financial Intelligence Mnit and
the Commissioner of Police shall coordinate their activities
and render one another all such assistance as may be required
for giving full effect to the provisions and purposes of this
Act.
85. All prosecutions, actions, suits or other proceedings
brought for any offence, or for the recovery of any fines,
penalties or forfeitures, under this Act or the Pegulations
made thereunder, shall be brought Lithin five years next
after the date the offence Las committed or the cause of
action accrued or the facts giving rise to such offence came
to the VnoLledge of the Director of Public Prosecutions or
the Financial Intelligence Mnit.

Limitation of
proceedings.

8>. (1) The Sinister may maVe Pegulations for the
better carrying out of the provisions of this Act and for
prescribing anything that needs to be prescribed.

Regulations.

(2) All Pegulations made under subsection (1)
shall be subKect to negative resolution.
87. This Act shall come into force on a day to be
appointed by the Sinister by Order published in the Gazette6

Commencement.

88. (1) On the coming into force of this Act, the
Soney [aundering (Prevention) Act shall stand repealed.

Repeal of
Chapter 104.

(2) NotLithstanding subsection (1) above, any investigation, prosecution, legal proceeding or remedy in
respect of any offence committed or any liability incurred
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under the Soney [aundering (Prevention) Act may be
instituted, continued or enforced, and the penalty, forfeiture
or punishment may be imposed, as if the said Act had not
been repealed.
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FIRST SCHEDULE
3Section 96
Activitie9 and b:9ine99e9 9:bject to thi9 Act
1.

Acceptance of deposits and other repayable
funds from the public.

2.

[ending, including consumer credit, mortgage
credit, factoring (Lith or Lithout recourse) and
financing of commercial transactions.

1.

Financial leasing.

4.

Transfer of money or value.

5.

Soney and currency changing (such as casa de
cambio).

>.

PaLning.

7.

Issuing and administering means of payment
(such as credit and debit cards, travellerRs
cheques, money orders, banVers drafts and
electronic money).

8.

Issuing financial guarantees and commitments.

F.

Trading for oLn account or for account of
customers in money marVet instruments (such
as cheques, bills, certificates of deposit, derivatives), foreign exchange, financial futures and
options, exchange and interest rate instruments,
transferable securities and commodity futures
trading.

10. Credit unions.
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11. Participation in securities issues and the
provision of financial services related to such
issues.
12. Advice to undertaVings on capital structure,
industrial strategy and related questions, and
advice and services relating to mergers and the
purchase of undertaVings.
11. Portfolio management and advice Lhether
individual or collective.
14. #afeVeeping and administration of securities.
15. #afe Veeping and administration of cash or
liquid securities on behalf of other persons.
1>. OtherLise investing, administering or managing
funds or money on behalf of other persons.
17. Gambling houses.
18. Casinos.
1F. Internet Casinos or Online Gaming
20. Buying or selling of gold bullion.
21. Insurance business.
22. Yenture risV capital.
21. Mnit trusts.
24. A trust or company service provider not
otherLise covered by this schedule, Lhich as a
business, provides any of the folloLing services
to third parties`
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a.

acting as a formation agent of legal
personsa

/.

acting as (or arranging for another
person to act as) a director or
secretary of a company, a partner of
a partnership, or a similar position
in relation to other legal personsa

c.

providing a registered officea
business address or accommodation,
correspondence or administrative
address for a company, a partnership
or any other legal person or
arrangementa

d.

acting as (or arranging for another
person to act as) a trustee of an
express trusta

e.

acting as (or arranging for another
person to act as) a nominee
shareholder for another person.

25. International (or Offshore) banVing business as
defined in the International BanVing Act.
2>. [aLyers, notaries, other independent legal
professionals, accountants, auditors and tax
advisers, Lhen they prepare for or carry out
transactions for their clients concerning the
folloLing activities`
a.

buying and selling of real estatea

/.

managing of client money, securities
or other assetsa
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c.

management of banV, savings or securities accountsa

d.

organisation of contributions for the
creation, operation or management of
companiesa

e.

creation, operation or management of legal
persons or arrangements, and buying and
selling of business entities.

[No.18

27. Dealing in real estate Lhen the persons dealing
are involved in transactions concerning the
buying and selling of real estate.
28. Dealing in precious metals and dealing in
precious stones.
2F. Dealing in vehicles.
10. Ingaging in international financial services as
defined in the International Financial #ervices
Commission Act.

Cap. 272.
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SECOND SCHEDULE
\Section 9]
SerioJE OffenceE

Surder, manslaughter, dangerous and grievous bodily harm
didnapping, illegal restraint and hostage-taVing
Pobbery
Theft involving more than k10,000.00
Terrorism including terrorist financing and related offences
Drug TrafficVing and related offences
BlacVmail
Counterfeiting
Ixtortion
False accounting
Forgery
Fraud
#muggling
TrafficVing in human beings and migrant smuggling
Illicit trafficVing in stolen and other goods
Corruption and bribery
Invironmental offences
Piracy
Participation in criminal gangs
#exual exploitation of Lomen and children
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THIRD SCHEDULE
1Section =2
S:pervi9ory a:thoritie9
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FOURTH SCHEDULE
1Section =2
Co:nter Terrori9m Convention9
1.

Convention on Offences and certain Other
Acts committed on Board Aircraft signed at
ToVyo on 14th #eptember 1F>1a

2.

Convention for the #uppression of MnlaLful
#eizure of Aircraft done at the \ague on 1>th
December 1F70a

1.

Convention for the #uppression of MnlaLful
Acts Against the #afety of Civil Aviation, done
at Sontreal on 21rd #eptember 1F71a

4.

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment
of Crimes Against Internationally Protected
Person, including Diplomatic Agents, adopted
by the General Assembly of the Mnited Nations
on 14th December 1F71a

5.

International Convention against the taVing of
\ostages, adopted by the General Assembly of
the Mnited Nations on 17th December 1F7Fa

>.

Convention on the Physical Protection of
Nuclear Saterial, adopted at Yienna on 1rd
Sarch 1F80a

7.

Protocol for the #uppression of MnlaLful Acts
of Yiolence at Airports #erving International
Civil Aviation, supplementary to the Convention for the #uppression of unlaLful Acts against
the #afety of Civil Aviation, done at Sontreal
on 24th February 1F88a
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8.

Convention for the #uppression of MnlaLful
Acts against the #afety of Saritime Navigation, done at Pome on 10th Sarch 1F88a

F.

Protocol for the #uppression of MnlaLful Acts
against the #afety of Fixed Platforms located
on the Continental #helf, done at Pome on 10th
Sarch 1F88a

10. Convention of the SarVing of Plastic Ixplosives for the Purposes of Detention, signed at
Sontreal, on 1st Sarch 1FF1a
11. International Convention for the #uppression
of Terrorist Bombings, adopted by the General
Assembly of the Mnited Nations on 15th December 1FF7a and
12. International Convention for the #uppression
of the Financing of Terrorism, adopted by the
General Assembly of the Mnited Nations on Fth
December 1FFF.
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